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New student government can't start with empty
seats
By Lisa Balde
Staff Writer
On M onday, Sept. 2 3, Columbia' s fled gling Student
Go vernment Association held its firs t offi cia l meeting of the fall semester in its new home on the lower
level of the I I 04 S . Wabash Ave . building. But it did
so with nine representatives s hort of a full senate
panel.
Over the course of nearl y an hour and a half, SGA
o fficers discussed an action plan to fi ll its nine empty
seats. In o rder for the SGA senate to begin formally
reacting to and voting on s tudent issues around campus, these seats mus t be occupied.
"There's a huge interest in getting involved in a student governme nt ," said Di rector of Student
O rganizatio ns and Government Dominic Cottone .
"There are maj or issues and concerns that we have to
face, as well as decisions on how to handle the m.
But, we can' t do that unti l we have a full governing
body."
The open positions will be heav il_x~~).!pde r
the superv1s1on of an mternal ad ho c:"c'ofn imttee· d uring the next two weeks. The SGA is do ing this in
hopes of acquiring eno ugh candidates to interview
during its Oct. 5 meeting. The n ine departments in
need
of represe ntation
are:
ASL-Eng lish
Interpretatio n; Dance; Early Childhood Education ;
Fiction
Writing;
I nteracti ve
Multimedia;

Brian MorowczynskvChronicle

Anti-war protesters gather at the Dirksen Federal Building, 219 S. Dearborn St., in an effort to prevent armed conflict with Iraq. Pat McCune (center) was one of the demonstrators who participated in the Oct. 1 event.

See SGA, page 2
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Enrollment rises 4 percent;
College nears 10,000 mark
0
Columbia 's growth
attributed to both new
freshman and graduates
By Ryan Adair
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Col umbia's enro llment has
reached an all-time high this semester, according to informatio n
released last week by the Office of
Planning and Institutional Research.

Th is information indicates that
enrollment has jumped 4 percent to
reach 9,803 full- and part-time students presently atte nd ing the college.
The school gained 387 students
from last fall 's 9,4 16 total students
The
e nroll ed in the coll ege.
increase in schoolwide enroll me nt
comes largely fro m a surge of new
freshman and graduate stude nts,
both increasing to 17 percent, said
Eli zabeth S ilk from the Office of

Pla nning
and
Instit ut iona l
Research. Silk also noted the continuing student bod y grew by 3
percent, which impacted the college's overall enro ll ment growth.
'The new freshman class was
unex pectedl y large," Silk said.
"When you get into double-d igit
increases, it 's only a good th ing."
S ilk said the college orig inally
planned fo r a more conservative 2
percent schoolwide increase, but
had a lso be lieved a 6 pe rcent
increase was possible.
" It has been a goal o f the college
to grow," she said. ''If this pattern
continues, the trend Iof g rowth I
will continue upward.''
Columbia 's G raduate Schoo l
experienced a health y boost w ith
this year's s tude nt enro llme nt.
plac ing nearly 200 students in its
collegewide g raduate progra ms.
This semester the school has 546
tota l students enrolled .
Keith
C leveland, act ing dean of the
Graduate School, said he attri butes
the failing economy as o ne factor
behi nd the influx o f stude nts
apply ing to graduate schools. in
addition to the college's improved
graduate admi ssio ns progra m.
"Columbia's graduate school has
been around fo r almost 20 years,"
Cleveland said. " Its reputatio n is

See Enrollment, page 2

Minority mentorship
has successful start
0
First meeting for many
participants of new program
By Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
The Mi nority M entorship Program met Tuesday,
Oct. I in Room 3 11 of the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building for its first official gathering. Over ch icken wings
and po tato chips. the fresh me n. whom the program
call s "mentees." and older mentors. who inc luded
both stude nts and facu lty. sat together and chatted in
what was, for many. the ir fi rst fa ce-to -face conversation with one another. A bout 40 participants attend ed the infor mal gathering organized by the mentoring
program's coordinator Mary Butler.
Columbia s tarted the Mino rity Mcntorship Program
last year after a three-year. $200.000 grant was
awarded to the school by the U.S. Department of
Educatio n for the improvement of minority retention.
T he program offers incoming minority freshman the
opportunity to receive "social support.'' according to
Butler.
Kam Lau , a freshman mentee. said s he needs practica l advice more than anything else.
''I' d like so meone who can te ll me the bus route and
s tuff," Lau said. She li ves in aperville and said she
had a lready spoken to her mento r by phone. but the
s hort meeting o n campus was convenient for her.
Butler stresses that the mentoring is not desig ned to
be academic, but at least one stude nt is looking forward to some academ ic advantages.
Selina Fabian, a freshman majoring in music b usiness, says her mentor is teachi ng one of the classes
s he attends, the Art and Business of Record ing.

See Mentor, page 2

PUS
NEWS
Around Campus-------Panel speakers to focus on
'Barbershop' controversy
Columbia will host a special screening and panel
discussion of Barbershop, the box office hit that
recently became the center of controversy in the
black community. After the screening, a panel of
experts will talk about the balance of ethnic communities able to laugh at themselves and the effort
of protecting themselves from stereotypes.
Speakers will include Dr. Aldon Morris, professor
of Sociology at Northwestern University; Laura
Washington, columnist for the Chicago SunTimes; Bruce Sheridan, chair of the Film and
Video Department; and Dr. Cheryl Johnson-Odim,
dean of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
who will serve as moderator.
The event will be held Oct. 8, at 5:50p.m., in the
Burnham Plaza Theatre, 826 S. Wabash Ave.
Admission is $8. Two-for-one admission is available to students with Columbia IDs. Seating is
limited and is on a first-come, first-served basis.

Weeks of Welcome to host
fair for studying abroad
Interested in traveling? Come to Columbia's
Study Abroad Fair on Thursday, Oct. 10 in the
Hokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave. building, from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Representatives from the college's various study abroad programs will be on
hand to offer information and answer questions.
The event is part of Columbia's Weeks of
Welcome celebration.

Open house to highlight
Columbia-housed media
Meeting Chicago media personalities and eating
free food are just two of the opportunities journalism students will have at the Columbia, Media and
You open house slated for Tuesday, Oct. 15 on the
second floor of the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building .
Chicago Sun-Times columnist Mary Mitchell will
join sponsors Community Media Workshop, the
Columbia Chronicle and Youth Communications
for a hallway buffet. Attendees will be able to tour
facilities of. and become acclimated to, all three
independent journalism programs.

Wednesday film series to
feature European media
The Film and Video Department's Wednesday
Screening Series presents the European Media
Art Festival Tour on Oct. 9 at 6 p .m.
Come experience exciting insights into current
international media art ranging from experimental
film and video works, Internet, DVD and CD-ROM
projects to multimedia exhibits. Also featured will
be productions from internationally renowned
artists as well as innovative works from creative
young talents. The screening series will be held in
the 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Room 302. For more
information call (312) 344~708 . The event is free
and open to all.

TV & Film Dept. hosts screenwriter from 'down under'
The Television and Film and Video departments
will host a conversation with television writer and
producer, Gavin Strawhan. Strawhan is an awardwinning writer and creator of several television
shows popular in Australia and New Zealand. Film
and Video Department Chair Bruce Sheridan will
join Strawhan to discuss writinp. developing and
producing dramatic film and senes television. The
event is on Wednesday, Oct. 9, from noon to 1
p.m. 1n the Television Department's Studio A, on
the 15th floor of the 600 S. Michigan Ave. building .
For more information, contact Eric Scholl, (312)
344-7959.

ffyou have an upcoming
event or announcement,
please call the Chronicle's
news desk at
(312) 344-7lSS.

1 Mentor Sharon

Gladney (right) and Selina Fabian (left), freshman mantee and new Columbia student, get acquainted
at the Minority Mentorshlp Program's mixer, in Room 311 of the 623 S. Wabash Ave. building.

Mentor
Continued from Front Page
"There are 163 people. I'm happy that he can help me,
especially with that class. I came from a high school
that only had 350 girls in the whole school," said
Fabian of the large class size.
Freshman lreenea Ratliff said she is looking for a
1 mentor who can help with both the social and academic aspects of adjusting to college life.
" I like the program because you can have a one-toone talk with them about anything," said Ratliff.
Mentors, especially current Columbia students,
expressed pride that they cou ld help younger students
get into the groove at college.
"I wish they had this when I was a freshman." said
mentor Becky Rai sman, a musical theater major. " I
think that this is a great program."
Mikele Bridgeforth. a theater and acting major.
agreed. " I would have liked to have a mentor to talk

to. It's always good to have somebody watching out
for you." Faculty mentors, such as Lillian Williams
and Wade Roberts, even said they had hoped for more
student mentees.
"I asked for three," said Williams.
Butler said that nearly 200 students signed up for
the mentoring program this year, about 5 percent of
Columbia's total minority freshmen.
" It was way beyond what I thought it would be," said
Butler.
The gathering offered appetizers and soda as part of
the relaxed "meet and greet" atmosphere. Butler Said
she organized some matching games to get together
participants who have never seen each other.
"Some have used e-mails or the phone and haven't
seen a face before." she said.

Enrollment
Continued from Front Page
spreading all across the country."
Mark Kelly, Columbia's acting
vice president of Student Affairs,
called the enrollment jump this
semester "heal thy" and said the
figures reflect the institution's
growing reputati on.
"We [Columbia) arc becoming a
destination college. Students are
comi ng from far and wide to go to
school here," Kelly said. "An

ever-growing number of students
arc coming from outside Chicago's
metropolitan area."
Although Kelly said the current
enrollment for the college is a plus,
he also noted the school must work
harder to increase minority enrollment numbers as well as retention,
while still maintaining that
Columbia has the largest minority
enrollment of any arts college in

the country.
Kelly also addressed the crunch
for
space
to
accommodate
Columbia's growing population.
"There is never enough space at
Columbia," he said. " It's a constant push and pull to physically
expand. But we continue to add
new facilities and the college will
continue to expand to meet the
increase in enrollment."

SGA
Continued from Front Page
Engl ish/ poe try; Radio; Sound; at-large and the
Residence Hall Association.
Cottone said he would decline to comment on the
issues SGA plans to deal with throughout the semester
until the senate is complete- although he expressed
optimism toward finding applicants. Any interested
students may pick up an application packet in Office C
on the lower level of II 04 S. Wabash Ave.
In the meantime, the SGA is preparing for the
upcoming Freshman Convocation on Oct. II ond
Columbia's Open llouse on Nov. 9. At these events,
the SGA wi ll stress communication wi th students nnd
li1culty in order to pinpoint Columbiu's biggest concerns.
The SGA also nnnounccd thnt Ruche! Johnson hus
been hired to work ns nn ndviscr to Colurnhin's snmller organitAitions throughout the . semester. Johnson
will serve us the coordlnntor of student lendcrship, u

supporting position to Cottone's, and will help plan
student events for these organizations.
"There's a lot of leadership qualities in the senate,"
said SGA Vice President Gina Jiannuzzi. "I think it's
going to be a good year."
In further preparation for the SGA's first year,
Columbia President Warrick L. Carter has invited its
participants to a reception for student leaders Oct. 9 at
his new townhouse. Adding to the senate's busy
schedule, members will attend n four-day, national
leadership conference for student governments. which
will be held in St. Louis nt the end of October.
" I think we got some rnnjor things nccomplished
todny," sold SGA President Kinos Von Der Wey. "Our
mujor chullenge will be prioritizing the (issues) that
we nrc nblc to tucklc nnd deciding which ones we will
choose to Inform the public nbout."
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SPJ honors Les Brownlee,
piQneer black journalist
0
Columbia professor given
Lifetime Achievement Award by
Chicago Headline Club
By Angela Caputo
Assistant Editor
More than 300 local journalists joined the
Chiacgo Headline Club Friday Oct. 4 in honoring
Journalism Department faculty member Les
Brownlee for his achievement in Chicago media.
The event also kicked off the first annual Les
Brownlee Series.
The Chi cago Headline Club, a chapter of the
Society of Professional Journalists, g ranted
Lifetime Achievement Awards for the first time to
honor excellence in local journalism.
"We want to recognize not just the media superstars, but also the unsung heroes for their work in
the profession and also their work in the community," said Mo lly McDonough, president of the
Headline Club.
Brownlee, the first African-American inducted
into the Society of Professional Journalists, was
honored along with six others for their contributions to local media. More than 50 journa lists were
nominated for the award.
"He has spent so many years giving back to the
field of journalism. It's high time we give some• thing back to him," said Columbia's director of
Broadcast Jo urnalism, Lillian Williams.
Columbia's Director of Multicultural Affairs Art

Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle
Les Brownlee rallies journalists to pursue civic jour·
nalism during his acceptance speech. The awards
ceremony was held at the Chicago Athletic
Association, 12 S. Michigan Ave.

Burton said too few black professionals are given
such honors. "It's a milestone for him to be recognized," Burton said.
"Whenever we honor pioneers in our profession
it is significant because all of us, in some way,
have walked through the doors they have broken
down for us," said Sabrina Miller, a city hall
reporter for the Chicago Tribune.
"To have your peers stand up and say publicly
you have done outstanding work, giving your profession an honorable name, is overwhelming, and
fl attering at least," said Christine Tatum, Chicago
Tribune technology reporter. Tatum is the
Headline Club member who is coordinating the
Les Brownlee series.
Brownlee said he considers the award an honor
but added, "I was always surprised when I won an
award. I've always thought, ' Are you sure I'm the
guy you want?'"
Few people have challenged society with tenacity like Brownlee's. He overcame the adversity of
segregation, fighting to attend whi te schools so he
would receive a quality education.
"I have lived a fairy tale," the 87-year-old said.
"! went to a good [high school] because l was living in a caddy shack and eating out of a garbage
can. " He later earned a bachelor's and master 's
degree at Northwestern University, from which he
graduated at the top of his class.
Since beginning his career as a professional
journa list in the late 1940s, Brownlee has been a
champion in breaking down racial barriers.
As a rookie in 1950, he joined the Chicago Dai ly
News as its first African-American reporter. In
!964, Brownlee became the first on-air black
reporter for WLS-TV. Brownlee won an Emmy for
his WLS-TV editorials in 1975.
"! can't imagine what it must have been like to
break barriers in the newsroom . Les did it over and
over again," Tatum said. "To have the wherewithal and the stamina is incredib le."
After 30 years o f functioni ng in multiple capac ities in media, Brownlee began a teaching career at
Columbia. "As l began to realize the importance
of giving, l decided to teach," Brownlee said. " I
alone may have made some contributions, but do
you realize how many of my students have made a
difference? l have taught hundreds of teachers."
Brownlee's mantra to his students is this: "You can
achieve, but you have got to believe you can do it."
NBC-5 reporter Anita Padilla, a Columbia graduate, said · she flourished using this advice and
attributes her early career success to Brownlee.
" He inspired me to believe in myself," Padilla
said.
1
'The Les Brownlee series is an unprecedented
celebration and it starts tonight," Tatum said. The
month-long professional development sequence is
designed to provide more instruction to journalists.
"We want the series to incorporate quality professional development with a component of play
and fun," McDonough said. Series events will
occu r throughout the month of October and
include workshops, seminars and cultural tours.
Arthur C. Nielsen Jr., of A.C. Nielsen Co. and
Nielsen Media Research, a close personal friend to
Brownlee, helped fund the series.
"Arthur Nie lsen really wanted to find a way to
honor his friend," McDonough sa id.
" I would not be here tonight if it were not for Art
Nielsen," Brownlee said.

'33-Five' open house to highlight arts program
0
OCAP attempts
to lure students with
food, tickets and prizes
By Renee Edlund
Staff Writer
Columbia students, staff and
faculty are invited to the first ever
"33-Five"- a floorwide open
house on the fifth floor of the 33
E. Congress Parkway buildingon Thursday, Oct. l 0.
As a way to connect the departments with people working at
"33-Five," students are encouraged to apply for full - and parttime job opportunities.
During the open house, food and
prizes will be offered to those
who visit. There wi ll be an
office-to-office buffet as well as

ticket and gift giveaways.
The prizes include restaurant
gift certificates and tickets to the
Dance Africa Chicago Festival.
Ellen Rosner, public relations
assoc iate for the Office of
Community Arts Partnerships,
desc ribed the event as, "A link to
the office, and with the community and a chance to get more people to come in."
She a lso persuades students to
check out the job opportunities,
"With so many programs at
Columbia, there are an abundance
of areas that need students."
The open house wi II be an
opportunity to showcase the
Office of Community Arts
Partnerships.
The purpose of OCAP is to
serve the " urban mission" of the
college and to collaborate on the

planning of 20 youth art projects
in Chicago. This department has
organ ized the Youth Theater
Counci l of Chicago and, along
with other Columbia departments,
has created a series of ongoing
professional and training workshops for diverse youths, age 72 1, that perform original theater
in the spring.
OCAP is also making an effort
to deve lop the. first master's
degree and certificate program
with students who are considering
careers in the fie ld of arts in youth
and community deve lopment.
The master's degree and certificate program wi ll begi n at
Columbia in the fall of 2003.
The meet and greet wi ll begin at
noon and go until 5 p.m. Be sure
to bring a resume to explore the
chance to work at "33-Five."

Georgia Evdoxiadis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
I wish I were old. l don 't care exactly how old, but
post-retirement for sure. Old enough that a monolith ic
organization like the American Association of Retired
Persons would threaten lawmakers daily with political
extinction if those same lawmakers didn' t look out for
my best interests.
l wish incumbents would tremble at the suggestion
that my age group might be turning against them. I
wish !, and others like me, got to set the agenda of
issues in upcoming elections. l wish that things l want
and need, like scholarships and health insurance, would
be priorities in every campaign. In short, l wish that my
age group voted.
But they don't and let's face it, the situation is pretty
grim. Fewer than one out of five young Americans
(ages 18-24) got themselves to the polls in 1998. Even
in the presidential elections of 1996 and 2000, only
about one-third of eligible voters under the age of25
cared enough to cast a ballot. l shudder to think what
the turnout was in the March Illinois primaries. "What
primaries?" you're probably asking. Exactly.
So in response to the pathetic youth voter turnout,
older, more responsible people are coming to our aid.
Cook County Clerk David Orr even developed a website, www. voterinfonet.com, for those who want to register before the imm inent Oct. 8 deadline. The site
holds your hand through apparently prohibitive steps
like: getting registered, finding out where your polling
place is, seeing who the candidates are and even reading some (self-serving) bios about them. So nobody has
an excuse anymore. The city of Chicago is practically
making house calls.
Orr's office even sent an envoy to Columbia Oct. 3 to
register the truly lazy. According to the registrars, about
50 students had signed up by noon. Well, it's a start.
But, if you are between the ages of !8 and 24, you
probably still won't vote. You live in Wisconsin, and
you don't fee l like getting an absentee ballot (even
though you can do that online, too). You are a Green,
and none of your candidates are on the ballot. You
don' t have any issues you care about. It doesn 't matter
anyway. l have heard all of these arguments and more,
and they a ll make me sick.
You live in Wisconsin and you don't know who the
candidates are. Give mt a break. Stop playing Alchemy
on MSN for about 20 minutes, and go to a website and
READ about them. Just a little. Do a Google search.
Who cares? Just vote.
So why is it that most of the races in Illinois include
only two candidates, a Republican and a Democrat?
Because many of you Green party "ideological members" didn't haul yourselves to the polls in 2000, and
now a ll potential ·Green candidates have to scour the
streets to get l ,500 signatures. Republi cans and
Democrats, who wrote the campaign laws, only need
about 300. The only way to change this is to vote. Vote
every time, for every race, and eventually representation will be easier to get.
You don't have any issues you care about? AIDS,
scholarships (MAP grant cuts), legalization of marijuana, President George W. Bush invading Iraq, terrorism,
the right-to-die, abortion- none of these are important
to you? Every single one of those issues is facing real
and powerful change as a possible result of the upcoming election.
You don' t care about state politics? Well, guess
what? The state of Illinois is about a half a billion dollars short this year, and where exactly do you think that
money is going to eventually come from ? Not
Medicare or Meals on Wheel s, I can tell you that much .
More often than not, the real issue is that younger
people think their votes don't matter anyway. This is
partially true, but on ly because the majority of their
peers, the ones who don't vote, make it so. Because
politic ians know that young people don' t vote, they can
afford to ignore the issues important to the youth .
Again, the only way to change this ...
So you're one of the few who is actua lly going to
vote in November- great. Now pick up the phone, turn
on your computer and spread the word. A recent Yale
University study showed that face-to-face canvassing is
one of the only ways to increase voter turnout, especially among younger people.
You can volunteer to be a deputy registrar as soon as
you turn 18, and you can register others who might be
on the fence . Call Stan West at (3 12) 603-0987 or emai l him at rwchew@cookcountygov.com to get cert ified as a reg istrar. I' m going to. l don't think l can wait
20 years for politicians to care about me.
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Anti-war groups protest war in Iraq
0
Opposition grows as conflict
over disarmament escalates
By Katie Walsh

Commentary Editor
The Chicago Peace Response Coalition held a
"Week of Action to stop the war in Iraq" last week,
putting forth clTorts to make disse nti ng voices of war
heard in Chicago. On Tuesday, Oct. I, the coalition
held a protest at the Dirksen Federal Building, 219 S.
Dearborn Ave. Protesters spoke out against the possible war in Iraq and the policies of the Bush adm inistration .
The rally drew over I 00 people who held signs and
spo ke of a peaceful resolve to the discord concerning
Iraq. Da vi d Trippel , an anti-war volunteer and
Chicago-area cabinetmaker, spoke to the crowd about
the wastes of military spending, "(President George
W.] Bush (and his administration] squander the vitality of our soc iety with their military spending."
Trippel sai d he has been volunteering at anti-war

protests since Sept. II , 200 I. "The events of Sept. II
and the appointment of Bush by our treasonous
Supreme Court encouraged me to join protests like this
today." Trippel's remarks were greeted with c heering
and loud applause.
Others spoke about their distrust of the government
and how they refuse to be part of a war that is in their
name. The anti-war group Not In Our Name encouraged protesters to join its "Pledge of Resistance" by
handing out information about future events.
'
" I am very upset about the idea of an attack· 1 think
it is un-Ame rican and not a symbol of our c~untry"
said Pat McCue, one of the protesters.
'
Rita Rousseau trave led from Evanston with her
neighbor to make her feelings known. " I am definitely against this wa r mongering."
Fred Johnson> an active member in Not In Our Name,
said that rallies like these are vital to America. " We
need to change the course of history. If we allow
Bush, Cheney and Rums feld to do their thing it will be
a big disaster for America." Johnson said his group
plans to bring millions of people to the streets to speak
out before the war ends.
While some chose to passively li sten to what was
taking place, others handed out fliers representing
groups that arc against the war and some brought peti-

Radio career fair lands at
Columbia, seeking workers
0
RBC teams up with
college for first campus event
By Renee Edlund

Staff Writer
Columbia and the Radio Broadcasters of
Chicagoland hosted the Seventh Annual
Radio Career Day at the Conaway Center,
II 04 S. Wabash Ave. on Tuesday, Oct. I.
The career day has been held at different
campuses each year. and this was the first
time Columbia hosted the event.
The RBC is an organization of local radio
stations and na tional representative firms.
Participating radio stations and representing companies had tables with volunteers
willing to discuss employment opportunities. Col umbia students, along with the
general public, were invited to bring
resumes and have the chance to explore
possible internships and job opportunities.
Participants were welcomed in the
Conaway Center, where "application of
interest" forms were filled out, and put into
a large database. Each company present
received a copy of the information. Plus
the job hopefuls attending had the option to
tum in their resumes to specific companies.
Two panel discuss ions provided information about the industry as wel l as specific
career informa tion. Professionals from
each field were available to ask one-on-one
question s at the "ask the expert" table.
Opportunities in broadcasting ranged
from pos itions in sa les, administrative,
eng ine ering, programming, production,
promotions, research, traffic a nd continuity, talent, and web development.

Marge Arnold, sales manager for WLU PFM , said that their reason for being at the
event was solely to fill positions. " We
have four positions, primaril y in sales, promotions. retail sales, and retail sa les management."
Columbia alumni also returned to recruit
those interested in the radio industry. Tony
Kelly from WBBM-FM , works as public
affai rs coordinator and screens the phone
calls for the station's morning show.
"There a rc three people that work with me
that have graduated from Columbia.
They 've (Columbia] got to be doing something right." Kelly worked as an intern for
the station in 1996, and soon began working there after he graduated.
Liz Geerli ng, office manager for
Chicago's country s tation , WUSN-FM,
said she agreed that Columbia hasn't been
just a stepping stone in her career in radio.
"Columbia did all of it, I got an internship
directly related through them ."
The RBC hired Tracy Norton to put the
event together and s he was pleased with
the turnout. "Lots of the stations recruit
through Columbia. It is a perfect sc hool to
partner with because so many students are
interested in media. And the people are so
great here."
Keith Lusson, director for the Career
Center for Arts and Media said, "This was
not hard, to bring this annual event to
Columbia. I'm sure that the RBC would
absolutely love to ha ve it again another
year."
Doug Bonner, career adviser for the
Career Center for Arts and Media, reass ures those that missed the career day. " In
addition to career day, there arc many other
opportunities to explore radio : on campus
recruitment, the career center, and ac tiv ities with the radio stati on."

.
.
.
tions against the war.
Stephanie Breaux, an acttve member m the Ch1cago
Peace Response Coalition, encourage those in attendance to sign a petition ?pposing Bush:s war pla!"'s.
" We believe that war IS not the solutton ; a pohcy of
contai nment is the answer in Iraq. We strongly believe
that peaceful.means through international diplomacy is
the so lution- not killing the Iraqi people," Breaux
said. Breaux also said the group pushes for Bush to
focus on issues such as the economy. "The money
used for war can be better spent on the economy and
aid," she said.
Other groups presented their ideas at the protest. T he
Chicago Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild handed out fliers citing their dissent for a war and their
intent to place adds in Chicago newspapers stati ng
their reasons for opposing the war.
Anam EI-Jabal, a member of the United Muslim
Americans Association, said he attended the rally to
voice her opposition to Bush. "I have five kids and
think this is wrong. Israel controls President Bush and
the controversy is all about oil," EI-Jabal said.
The Chicago Peace Response Coalition is planning
more protests in the Chicago area and the members of
Not in Our Name are planning to march in Washington
to make their feelings known.

NeW computer center launches
workshops for college community
0
Variety of advanced
topics to be covered in
three-month series
By Hannah Ball

Staff Writer
Beginning Oct. 8, the Cente r for
Instructional Technology will host
workshops three times a week, free
of charge, to Columbia students,
staff and faculty. The primary focus
of the lectures will be helping
Columbia's faculty become more
familiar with the latest computer
programs, giving them the opportunity to incorporate their knowledge
into the classroom. But student participation is also strongly encouraged.
This fall the center will cover several different series ncluding
PowerPoint,
PhotoShop
and
Dreamweaver. Those interested in
participating in these two-part workshops are required to sign up for
both sessions, but there a re several
other programs that will be covered
in just one session. All of the workshops wi II take place Tuesdays
through Thursdays, Oct. 8-Dec. 19,
in the 623 S . Wabash Ave. building
in room 416.
Aside from specifically educating
in terestc!d participants on the latest
computer
software,
Rebecca
Courington, the center's, said she
will also be incorporating fun topics
such as how to burn a CD and how to
make an iMovie. With these techniques. she hopes to attract attention
from the s tudent body.

There will also be opportunities for
students and faculty to ask technical
questions of experts Courington and
Jason Shipley, the digital media tech
spec ialist, in what is known as
"Stump the Chumps." Every Friday
morning between 10 a.m. and 12
p.m., students and faculty may bring
in any computer-related question, to
623 S. Wabash Ave., Room 416, in
the hopes of stumping the computer
chumps.
Aiding th is team of computer
experts will be the Jenzabar/OASIS
computer system, which will also be
used for Columbia's much-anticipated
online
registration.
Demonstrations of thi s system will
be he ld during J anuary of next year.
T his course-building module will be
phased in over the next two years.
As early as January, features such
as course information; syllabi; readings; and off- line homework and
quizzes will be made accessible
online to Columbia's faculty.
According to Courington, it is also
hoped that with the help of this system, each course available at
Columbia will have an online presence by next spring. Once that presence is established, students will be
able to check course availability and
more at the time of registration. T he
final phase will be complete when
students can register online. That
technology should be avai lable in
about two years.
To find out more about the Center
for Instructional Technology, visit
http//cit.colum.edu To reserve a
space in one of the workshops,
please call the center's office at

(312) 344-7526.

Instructional Technology Lecture Series

Dwayne M Thomas

Senior radio major Yesaenla Macelra speaks with representatives from La Ley radio, 107.9
FM. La Ley waa one of the radio atatlona that participated In the Radio Career Day held at the
Ludington building, 1104 S. Wabaah Ave., laat week.

TUESPAYS

WEPNESPAYS

THURSPAYS

Oct. 8 - How to create a
PowerPoint presentation
Oct. 15 - Add bells and
whistles to your PowerPoint presentation
Oct. 22 - A demo of
OSX, Macintosh's new
operating system
Oct. 29 - Microsoft
Word
Nov. 5 - What e lse can
my Palm Pilot do?
Nov. 12 - IMovle demo
Nov. 19 - Microsoft
Excel
Dec. 3 - Graphs, cherts,
formulas and Excel
Dec. 10 - lnlro to
FlleMaker Pro
Dec. 17 - TroubleshootIng 101 , Macintosh

Oct. 9 - Scanning
images
Oct. 16 - lntro to
Photoshop
Oct. 23 - PhotoShop
tips and techniques
Oct. 30 lmageReady; Creating and translating
images for the Web
Nov. 6 - Advanced
lmageReady
Nov. 13 - Illustrator

Oct. 10 - Using the
Internet as a
research tool
Oct. 17 - Life after
Napster
Oct. 24 - How to
make and burn a CD
Oct. 31 - Google
Nov. 7 - Beginning
HTML
Nov. 14 -Advanced
HTML
Nov. 21 - Using
Dreamweaver to
make a Web page
Dec. 5 Dreamweaver, part II
Dec. 12 Dreamweaver, part Ill
Dec. 19 - Troubleshooting 101 , Windows

101

Nov. 20 - Illustrator
tips and techniques
Dec. 4 - Flash lntro
Dec. 11 - Creating
animations for your
Web page (Flash
continued)
Dec. 18 • Flash tips
and tecpniquea
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Drug detecting coasters at your service
By Sheila Burt
Daily Northwestern
EVANSTON, lii.- To help prevent student assault, several major universities
have ordered coasters that test for
Rohypnol. a commonly used date rape
drug.
The coasters, produced by Drink Safe
Technology. fit into a pocket and can test
up to two drinks. About 68 undi sclosed
universities in the United States have
ordered these coasters or sim ilar products
that detect date rape drugs, said Francisco
Guerra. president of Drink Safe
Technology.
The coasters are relatively simple to use

and sell for only 40 cents. If a person suspects His or her drink has been drugged,
the drinker can simply put a small amount
of liquid on the coaster from a straw or
even a finger. If Rohypnol is detected, the
coaster will change color.
Brian Glover, co-founder of Drink Safe
Technology, sai.d the coasters could test for
any drug in a person's drink.
"We wanted to create awareness about
the problem [of date rape) and possibly
create something that may also work as a
deterrent," said Glover, a dentist who was
involved in the scientific process of creating the kits.
More than 70,000 people ages 18 to 24
fall victim to alcohol-related rape or sexual assault each year, according to a study

released in April by the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. At
Northwestern University, only one reported case of sexual assault occurred in 2000,
according to University Police's website.
"Acquaintance rape does happen here,"
said Jamie Jimenez, NU's coordinator of
sexual assault education. Jimenez said that
although statistics are low, no place is
immune to the problem. NU currently does
not supply such coasters or personal kits,
but Jimenez said the university would look
into anything that could benefit students
and limit the number of those assaulted.
One school that has ordered the coasters
is St. Mary's University in Halifax, Nova
Scotia. St. Mary's distributed the product
to all incoming freshmen, and coasters

also are available to all other students.
"People have been very interested in
them," said Donnie Jeffrey, St. Mary's
pe rsonal coun selor. "I don't think
every person will ,try them .. . but they
help self-educate people ."
But the absence of coasters at NU
does not mean the un iversity is igno ring the problem of date rape. Jimenez
said NU will display awareness
posters all over campus.
" [The posters) will be talking about
the influence and side effects of date
rape drugs," she said. "They' ll have
eye-catching graphics so hopefull y
people will read them and see them."
NU also plans to hold a workshop
on acquaintance rape later thi s fall.

Accessing art online, museums step into 21st century
0

Museum artifacts are just a click away

By Maren Lane
Daily Californian
BERKELEY. Calif.- Organizers of a Uni versity of
California-Berkeley-based o nline art database have
started a two-year experiment that wi ll make visiting
California art museums just a mouse-click away.
The Museums and the Online Archive of Californiaan online archive program initiated by the Berkeley Art
Museum-received a $500,000 federal grant Tuesday,
Sept. 24, that aims to make the first-of-its-kind program
more accessible to the public.
If successful , the project will allow California museums to make their collections avai lable to anyone with
an Internet connection and wi ll enable the museums to
showcase all of their art-not just what is shown in their
exhibits.
"Usuall y exhibitions show only 10 percent of what
that museu m has,'' said Richard Rinehart, the project's
manager. "We're ope ning the doors to all that is locked
away. We can' t fit 150.000 works o f art into a gallery."
The database. which provides users with thumbnail
images and artist information. currently encompasses II
UC and state museums. Organizers said they expect to
have 150,000 museum objects cataloged and displayed
o n the website by December. ·
UC Berkeley museums make up a large portion of the
database, with the Bancroft Library. Berkeley Art
Museum and Pacific Film Archive and the Phoebe A.
Hearst Museum of Anthropology all contributing to it.
The database also includes pieces from the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the Oakland
Museum of California.
The proposed comprehensive cataloging is already
drawing attention fro m other states like New York and
New Mexico. Rinehart said.
" It's being created by public institutions for the public," he said. "It's a public work s project-sort of the
digital equivalent of the Hoover Dam."
Organizers of the project said the online catalog of
California museums' artwork is a response to an
increasingly di gital world and wi ll help with art
research by making information abou t the museums'
pieces accessible online.
Some area artists , ho wever, ~ai d they hope the database wtll not reduce ac tual attendance at museums.
"(The o nline collection) should be a supplement to
regular art mu seum~ . not a substitute," said Nick
Acosta, an art student in San Francisco, but added that
any further exposure to art is beneficial.
The new grant from the federal Institute of Museum
and Library Servtces comes three months before the
institute's prevtous grant expi res. The new grant will be
used for evaluatmg what ha ~ been done with the current

scratching the surface," Rinehart said. "It will take us
database and publicizing it to educators.
Project organizers said faculty, researchers, scholars years to bui ld it, and it will take decades and decades of
and K- 12 teachers will be asked to examine the database use."
The database originated as a cross-UC campus
and let organizers know what improvements can be
archival project but expanded to a statewide project
made to it.
"The Museums and On line Archive of California is a encompassing state museums as well as archives in
test bed," said Sarah Kennington, a registrar at the 1998.
In 1998, the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film
UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural History, which also
participates in the online database. " After two years Archive approached the Online Archive of California, a
·digital information resource that provides access to docwe're stepping back to see what we've created."
But with more than 2.000 museums in the state of uments, works of art and artifacts held in institutions
California, it will take many years for the database to be across California, with a proposal to integrate other
state museums into the online archive.
comprehensive, organizers said.
"[The projected collection in December] is j ust

Illinois bans snakehead fish pets
By Wes Schmidgall
The Daily Vidette

Jason Amato, a senior speech communication major said
his two-foot-long snakehead fish jumped out of his !SOgallon fish tank and died shortly after from a parasite dis-

· NORMAL, II I.- Most people would not think a simple
fish could wipe out the entire population of a pond or a

ease.

lake.

The Illinois Department of Natural Resources ordered a
ban on the possession of the snakehead fish because of its
capabifjty to destroy all other fish in the same body of
water.
The government approved the ban last week, giving
lllinois residents a 30-day grace period to destroy and dispose of any snakehead fish in their possession, according
to lim Schweizer, spokesman for the lllinois Department
of Natural Resources. Fines up to $5.000 will be issued to
those caught with possession of the fish starting Oct. 27,
Schweizer said.
The snakehead fish is a threat to native and habitual fish
as well as a danger to endangered species because of its
invasive nature, Schweizer said.
"This is the ftrSt time Illinois has banned a fish,"
Schweizer said.
•
The fish. which grows tp be two to three feet in length,
has the Ulinois Department of Natural Resources worried.
People purchasing the fish as a pet might dispose of it in
a lake, pond, river or any other body of water once it
becomes too big to maintain.
Snakehead babies are three inches in length and grow
quickly considering they are predatory and can eat fish
half their size, said Sam Ventimiglia. owner of Marine
Aquatics in Normal.
Snakehead fish thrive in lakes and ponds and woold
eventually eat all of the other fish in the same body of
water.
Once they have eaten everything in one body of water,
they have the capability to jump onto land and slither like
a snake into another lake or pond, because they breathe
oxygen.

'The fish lost lots of its protective slime, making it more
susceptible to parasites and bacteria," Amato said.
Snakehead fish eat anything- pellets, Jive food or
frozen foods, said Gary Picken, manager of Fish man Pet
Center in Springfield, describing his experiences with
feeding the fish as a pet.
"IDNR's real concern is keeping snakehead fish out of
lllinois' waters," Schweizer said.
The snakehead fish that have sharp, canine-esque teeth,
are sold both alive in fish markets for people to take home
and eat and as pets, Schweizer said.
"College ltids would be the most likely people to buy the
fish,'' Ventimiglia said.
Students are permitted to have any animal that can stay
underwater for over an hour without air in the residence
halls. said Tanya Myers, a resident advisor in Walker Hall.
This mainly includes fish and tunles, Myers said.
Approximately 28 species of the snakehead fish that
exist today originated from fresh bodies of water in Asia,
with some evolving from Africa.
Amato said his snakehead fish ate all but two of the fish
in his aquarium, which were bigger than the snakehead.
The federal government has already banned the sale of
thll fish and is currently wQlking on prohibiting them from
entering the United States.
"fn don't know why they would be banned, because they
probably could not survive the cold waters," Ventimiglia
said.
No snakehead ftSh have been found roaming in the wild
in the state of niinois.
Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky,
Mississippi, Nevada, Oregon, Texas, Utah and
Washington also have bans against the possession of the
snakehead fish.

Rising college costs still a bargain, experts tell Congress
By Sumana Chatte~ee
Kntght Rtdder Newspapers
WASIIJNCi'I ()N f:ver wonder why the mtn g cmt of
altendtng ~ ollcge oUiwett:h' tnffatwn. even afler tax
credtt\ , \Cholar\ htp" and <Ji her forrn\ of atd''
La wma ~ el\ arc wonderr np, 1110
" ( '<1\1 htkc\ have bee n 1w11 t<J lhtee tune\ the note of
tnflatll>n," ~atd l< ep John ll<•chner, I( Oluo,l ha11man of
th~ fiiiU~c 1-.du, altlln and the Ww kl otl e C'llllllntllee
t.~anng 'icpl 26. " While we have l<>tll tnued to tnct ea~>e
.oudcnl ftnalll tal a~ ~ ~~ l a llle "~ ntl lla ntl y evety yc:11 ,
tutllon ~ ptke~ have <llllf)accd IIlli l,e,t elfwl• 111 klem lh"
trend "
fJoo'l hl ame II~, lJIIIVCr~ l( y O IJI C i ll l ~ lofd the COIIIIIIII
<r·~ 'I Joey •.;uri 11 wa" lov,tca l lor collev.c l'"'' ~ 111 , _,.
•h;m tlo~ • ''~' ' '' lt vtny, , het uu •.c l11 y,hcr cduculton'H

expenses were different and clim bing more steepl y.
"The rute of innation is based on u mi x of costs that
are very di fferent than our costs," said Richard l'rcclttnd ,
pre"dent of Northeastern University in Ooston. lie and
other educators blamed costl y technology. the fight for
ht gh-qualtty profc..ors and the need to modcrni tc facillltc' for dnv tng up the co't of ht gher education.
"College• and um vct slltc~ compete tn 11 nutwnu l nnd
tncrcu\l ngly tlltcrnntionulmurket lor the IX:>t nml hn ghte\t pmfe~>M•r~>," 1>111d Wt lltnm Ku wu11, chunccllor of the
llnt VCI\tt y Sy•tcm of Maryland.
'I he compclllton fill top facult y " e•pcc tully fierce 111
arclls " ICh II> >CICnCC, ellgtiiCCIIng and illfflllllatlllll tedt
nology. tn whtch pllvute->eclor •ulunes, uccordtng 10
l·reel1111d , c11n he 11 thlt d hi gher than un iversities puy.
To keep p11ce, he con1i11ued , Northeastern 's st urt i n~t
~:Ilanes 111the l11st lt ve yeal!> n>>e ~() pctccnl m clcc trlcnl
C11p,111CCIIIIJ\, ~() )lCICCIIt Ill Clllll)llllcr Sl' ICIICC lllll) 4') per·
l'ellt ill 1111111111'

On uvernge. Northeastern's suluries incrcas.:d 32.5 percent in the lust five years; non-wage compensation such
11s hcu lthcurc, increased ncurly 20 percent. Overnll, the
universi ty's cost to cducntc a student increnscd 22 percent .
Northeastern's tuition rose 30 percent to $1 .032 in the
same period, but four nut of live students receive financHtl tud. Net res111t: The twcrnge student's out-of-pocket
""' for u year nt Northeustcrn rose 20 Jll.!rccnt.
Advanci ng tcdulnlul(y is driving cnphul expenses at
many uni vcrsll tcs. t'rcelund and uther edul·ntors said.
Computer l'll,IS have drll)}JX:d. hut compu ters need to be
replnced evc t y three years to ~eep up. Mnny uni11ersitit
ul~o upsradcd their dorm;, nf11ces nnd lnbornturi~s to
nccommlldntc hi l!hspeed Internet nc ·ess.
osts nrc nl,;u up fur hcnlth insurnnce premiums. suppwt personne l nntl lcl!ill fee,, rllitltcd to Ctlllcctivc barlltlln l n~t null C<lntra<'t ncsotlntl\lns. 11f1kiuls snld.
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$7.75
Student Rate
A.M. or P.M.
Also Visit our two other locations:

722 S. Wabash $7.75 and 11 E. Balbo ($7.75)
COLLEGE STUDENTS:
CA$H FOR YOUR OPINIONS
If you are a college student,
Focuscope Market Research may be
interested in talking with you.

Focus groups with college students
will be conducted on

Thursday, October 1oth
at our downtown Chicago location.
If you qualify & attend, you will be
generously compensated for your time.
Please call Paul at 708-386-5086
Opinions only - no sales

• Free pregnancy tests
• Free ultrasound
• No appointment
necessary
• Someone to talk
to 24 hours a day

CALL TODAY!
Loop Center

104 S. Michigan
1-888-AM I PREG

Also located in:
• Confidential services Belmont
• Physician referrals
Humboldt Park
Oak Park
South Shore
"~Sl .> Woodfield

.rare

·'·:-=-~-~::·:.~.;:;::-:-'.

·.}

Pregnancy Centers

1-888-AM
I PREG
www.careonecenters.com
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· Columbia College Chicago

Reception for New
African American
Students
The African American Cultural Affairs Office will be
hosting a reception for New African American students.
This is a great opportunity to network with faculty and
other African American students.

Office ofAfrican American
Cultural Affairs
623 South Wabash
Room 304

Wednesday, October 9, 2002
3:00- 5:00pm
623 South Wabash

For more information contact
Art Burton, Director of African
American Cultural Affairs
Phone: (3 12) 344-7994
Email: aburton@colum.edu

HOKIN ANNE.X
*Refreshments will be served

Columbia Media & You
coLf~'"

OPEN HOUSE

come and
Meet MarY
Mitchell and
other
Journalists!

COL,~OA

October 15, 2002
5:00pm-- 7:00pm
623 S. Wabash
2nd Floor
food & drinks provided

Presented by...

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE

- - · - - New Expressions

The Journalism Department, Office of Student Affairs, and Alumni Relations
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The new iMac

~ This way to the digital lifestyle.
Starting at $1,249

PowerBook G4
Live large. Travel light

iBook

T

The Digital Lifestyle. To go.

Starting at $2,349

T

Starting at $1,149

PowerMacG4
Tower of Power.

eMac
•

Starting at $1,252

Ready to plug-and-play.

Starting at $999
/'

Mac OS X vl 0.2 Jaguar
With over 150 new features, the
new Mac OS is Wildly Innovative.

iTunes
MP3 to the extreme, with built-in
CD Burning and iPod support.

, ._,.
·.:=~··.. ~
n
~r

,M'···

nw.v.~'h· ~

/i·~·. ,

-~~<{_

iPod
5, 10, or 20GB versions
Download a CD in seconds
10 hour battery life
Works on Windows, too

Starting at $269

For more information, or to get your special Student Discount, visit:

iChat
The built-in Instant Messaging
application that works w ith AIM.

....;;··.• iMovie

~;t;i

.

-

~ ~~
_....---..--

Digital movie editing, brought to
your desktop and made simple.

The Apple Store @ Columbia College
623 S.Wabash, Lobby

Phone: 312.344.8MAC

http://www.colum.edu/applestore/
or Visit The Apple Store for Education at:

http://www.apple.com/education/store/
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COMMENTARY
Columbia Chronicle Editorials

Exposure

War on Iraq, more problems at home
I low quickly the winds of Wash ington
politics change. Recall a time, nearly two
years ago, when a president ial candidate
vowed to end Washington in- fight ing,
spelling an untimely end to partisanship.
No" . fast-forward to last month, when
President Bush, in a rhetorical swing, said
he thought members of the (Democrat-controlled) United States Senate were "not
interested in the security of the American
people."
If nothing more than a simple faux pas,
then why the sudden shift in platfonn ?
Simply put: Iraq.
The Bush administration's quest for a
universally supported war o n Iraq has
superceded not only the chief executive's
promises, but also the very scope of
American foreign policy.
And with a Democratic-controlled
Congress. the battle lines are clearly drawn
on who is in support of a war with Iraq
(Conservatives) and who's not (Liberals).
At a $250-a-person GOP fundraiser in
Kansas last month. Vice President Dick
Cheney implored constituents to vote for
Republican candidate Adam Taff because,
among other reasons, homeland security
v.ould improve with Taff's election into
Congress. The next morn ing's Topeka
Capita l-Jo urnal hera lded : "Cheney talks
about Iraq at cong ressional fundrai ser.
Electing Taff would aid war effort."
The suspicious of many Washington
pundits has-to say the least- proved true:
A war \\ ith Iraq shifts focus from the dismal
economy and a faltering war on terror.
Simultaneously. \\ 'hite House officials get a
chance to S\\ ing contro l of the I louse and
Senate to the co~ervatives before facing reelection in 2004.
True? Perhaps.
Does something need to be done in Iraq?

Absolutely.
But the current path of the Bush administration is wrought with complexit ies.
Unlike the nations affected by the Marshall
plan, the United States is not under direct
threat fi-om Iraq and neither is much of the
Middle East. Sure, it's unnerving to know
an enemy possesses nuclear weapons, but
Iraq has had a cache of biological weapons
since Operation Desert Fox without incurring any American intervention. Of course,
in the aftennath of Sept. II , the Bush
administration can' t risk another blitzkrieg
on U.S. soi l.
1l1e simple solution? U.N. intervention.
Let the United Nations fulfill the role it
was designed to play. Baghdad says it will
allow U.N. weapons inspectors full and
unfettered access to labs. At any rate, honor
the offer- with the caveat that the Iraqis
have likely hidden their hoard of weapons.
If the actions of the United Nations fail,
the United States saves face and nothing is
lost. In that case, our secondary, independent attack on Iraq would therefore be justified--at least theoretically-under the guise
of preventive actions.
The prospect of the United States acting
unilaterally early in the game is dangerous
and borders on irrational, possibly alienating vital allies in the region. Pakistan and
India- both of which also possess nuclear
capabilities- are our chief allies in the war
on terror along with Saudi Arabia.
Such obvious irrationality confinns the
disturbi ng motive behind Gulf War Part II :
to provide a distraction from stateside problems. And with a war on the front burner
(and on front pages), the Bush administration is betting it can easily slide back into
the White I louse come 2004.
Boy. it's sure nice to see a bipartisan
politician every once in a while.

Stacie Freudenbe!g/Chronicle

In the name of sisterhood
Last month, two women in search of sisterhood drowned. What kind of sisterhood
is that, you ask? Sorority sisterhood.
They died as a result of hazing- a longstanding tradition in which many frat or
sorority pledges are forced to prove the ir
loyalty by performing demeaning tasks.
The two victims, Kri stin ll igh and
Kenitha Saa .ir, students at California State
Uni\ers ity, were pledging to become
members of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Inc. Why they wanted to pledge is no
secret: A number of young women want to
be involved in sorority life, believing it
affords them c lout and popularity.
O ver the years, Greek li fe and its hazing
ri tua ls have been glamorized to the point
where students believe if they do not get
hazed , then they are not " rea l. " The rea li ty is that hazing is an il lega l acti vity, forbidden in the constitutions of G ree k
organi7..ations-in theory.
Another reality is that hazing can be a
strenuous practice. The victims vo luntari ly took part in the hum il iat ing process and
believed they knew what they were getting
into. '!'hey had faith their fu tu re "s i ~ters"
would not harm them.
'!'hey were wrong.
These women were fo r~cd to go through
ri goro u ~ cali st heni c~ after day~ of lost
sleep and c mba rra~\mcnt at the hand' of
'KJrori ty mem ber~ 'I hen thei r rro, pcct>vc
sister, blmdfoldcd them, lled Ufl the ir
hand' and bod ies and led them into the
ocean 'Jhe c urrent wa.\ too \ trong and the
pl ed ge ~· bodi c\- weary and covered with
heavy, '><laked t lothing could not with·
' tand the t1dc
·rha t'~ q uite a price to ray ju\ t tu l>e lo ug.
What ever happened tu ju'< t hcmg yuur'K:if'1 Why ~ hould ~(Jt J a l ~tc pta n tc have
guideline'''

No matter what type of organization you
want to join, gaining friendship and
acceptance by allowing others to deg rade
you and then ' rebuild' you is ridiculous.
Po tential pledges already have strict prerequisites: meeting GPA minimums, perfo rm ing community service hours; being
of a certain class standing (usually sophomore o r higher): knowing an existing
member who will write a recommendation
and- apparent ly- being willing to put up
with anythi ng. ll igh and Saafir did a ll of
the above and mo re .
The fun and games that cost II igh and
Saafi r thei r li ves have now turned into a
S I 00 milli on lawsuit against the Los
Angeles AKA chapter. According to the
lawsuit, not only were indi viduals of the
chapter present the nig ht of the incident,
but the reg io nal and nationa l chapters
were as well.
In her grief, High's mother pleaded to
the organization to "stop these savage acts
of passion in the name of sisterhood."
Th is is not the first time this has happened ; numero us co llege students have
been killed or injured during the pledge
process. The only way fo r hazing to stop
is for potentia l members to re fuse the
abuse and do it the right way. [' ay your
fcc~. ~ i gn your name on the dotted line and
you' re in.
'I hi' may not seem rele vant here, but
there arc a number of Columbia students
intere\ tcd in the Greek life- and a numbe r
of' ' tudent\ arc already apart of it. So, it 's
not ha rd to join if you reall y want it.
Advi ce to pmsiblc pledges: Know whut
you ' re reall y getting into und why.
Acceptance aud r<>pularity ure nothiug to
IO\C your li fc uvcr.

Edltorl elt ,.,, lho Ot>tntont ol tho LdtiOttlll
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fH.uau J t~f lho C':olumb•• Chro mcle Colurnn• lllto lhn
()' JIIIIOfll (JI !he II Uih Ur(a)

Pick your future President
By Editorial Staff
Dally Vldette
(U-WIRE) NORMAL, 111.- 0nce
again , the great minds behind reality based televis ion. have come up with
another small-sc reen gem : "American
C andidate," a show designed to create a
third-party candidate for the 2004 presidenti a l election.
De ve loped by the powers that be at
FX, a cable divisio n of FOX Te levi sion,
the new series wi ll air in January 2003
with I 00 candidates. most of whom wi ll
be e liminated each week "American
ldol"-style.
The plan is that. by Ju ly 2004 when
the Democ rats and Re publicans are
a nnouncing their tickets for the election, the world will have disco vered the
" American C andidate."
Besides mak ing a total mocke ry of
the presidency and the U. S. e lection
process , the idea is fo o li sh. Does FOX
rea lly expect the Ame rican people to
c hoose a presidential candidate through
superfic ial fanfa re via a 900 number'/
Americans sho uld remember the time
Fox produced that unho ly mess otherw ise known us "Who Wants to Murry 11
Mill iona ire'/" T his intcl lectuully st imulut ing program parudcd I 00 women
ncross 11 stage in bikinis, nsked them
" hcul the world" questions und nctuully
mnrricd o ne of them to a comedinn/ millionnirc .

Lett1111 t o the editor mutt tncludt yo ur lull na me.
yoMt, IIIMjOf, Mnd • phouo numbot All lattor• 111 milhtd
lut uuu·n rn•r uncJ rn~av be cut due to lh1 UnutaiJ •mount
Of IPAC"A rtvnll,.blt

VltWII uprt. .ed In thl• public-lion •r•
tho •• of tht writer •ncJ ' ' ' uot the 0111n1ont o f

the

Cotum~ •

Chronicle, Columblt 't Journtllam

ch•v-r1ment or Colun1bl• College Chlo•uo.

Lotio•• aon IHt loud to uo ol (lUI 344-1031,
emelled to ChroniCllttQccMum.edu or m.tted to

tho Cotumblo Ch<onlclo clo Lono.. to tho t!dltor, Ill
S. Wobloh Avo., lulto 20S, Chloogo, tL IOIOS.

Hopefully, FOX doesn't plan to
parade a group of Ralph Nader look-alikes across the stage in Brooks
Brothers suits and ask them what they
would do if they were president.
Furthermore, on what will they be
judged?
The American people cannot trust a
show set up for entertainment value to
unearth the next g reat political mindespecia lly when FOX fa iled to produce
a decent pop star or a s uccessful marriage.
It is ridiculous to think the percentage of people who would actually call
into such a show is at all a fa ir representation of the American public, let
alone those who are old enoug h to vote .
Granted there may be some of the legal
vot ing age who think the idea is "cool,"
but hopefully none o f them have telephones or TV sets.
Politics and the peo ple who wind up
on Capitol ll ill can leave a longer lasting impression o n soc iety than some illconceived reality show that might garncr mediocre ratings.
Po litic ians are called upon to make
serious dec isions. and no country can
ail'ord to pick its lenders from a shallow
cand idate glamour fnnn o f a TV show.
At a ti me when this country really
needs to be taken seriously, the men
und women in control of one of our
most powerful mediums are making a
mockery of Ame ricas government. This
is not n good idea .
Chronlelo omall add,.uu:
l t ttp(J tg lbt pdltpr
ChtontcloQcolum,JMtu
P[JII m lt l l l l

Ch<onlcloGootum.odu

Adytrtlatmt nta
ChtonlcfeOcolum.odu
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Better ideas for mansion millions

Ryan Adair
Georgia Evdoxiadis
Editors-in-Chief
News Editors

By Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor
Columbia has planned a
great deal of expansion in
recent years: It has acquired
the Wabash Avenue building
that currently houses Buddy
Guy's Legends. It owns a part
of the new "superdorm" being
erected on State Street and
Congress Parkway. And, as
we well know, it purchased
and renovated a Gold Coast
brownstone for the school 's
president, Warrick L. Carter.
The renovation of the
president's home is the first
of Columbia's finished expansion projects. At a cost of
approximately $3.7 inillion,
the president's mansion has
received a lot of attention
around the college-and obvious ly a Jot of the school 's
money. All of this spending
got me wondering (as I am
also wondering how I am
going to afford the more
expensive tuition this year)
how Columbia could have
better used the $3.7 million
spent on Carter's house.
Perhaps a little more than
$450 could have been deducted from every full-time student's tuition fee. There are
currently 8, I 00 full-time students at this college whose struggles
could have been lessened had Carter and
the college and decided to forgo the
mansion and help out with tuition this
year.
These are just a few suggestions I
would have given -the college if it had
asked me, a tuition.-paying student, what
I thought the school could do with that
$3.7 million rather than spending it on a
mansion most of us will never be
allowed to enter:
Maybe the college could have provided free housing to approximately 587
students residing in the double-occupancy rooms either at 73 I S. Plymouth
Court or 18 E. Congress Ave. Students
who li ve in these dorms pay $6,300 per
year and some of them-for example,
those who are from out of state and are
unfamiliar with Chicago-have little
alternative.
•
With $3.7 million, the college could
have easi.Jy purchased I,850 new Dell
PCs for student use at Columbia. The
average PC costs about $2,000 and some
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of the current computers-like the ones
used in the FOCA Jab-could stand to be
replaced. (Before you accuse me of
being too di sgruntled, I must point out
that there are a number of new computers in the Journalism Department, and
they are much appreciated.)
In a moment of rare generosity, the
college could also have bought each fulltime student a set of new textbooks for
the fal l and spring semester. I came up
with this figure by picking out books at
random from mid level-classes in various
departments. I chose one book from a
journalism class at $7 1.00, a book from a
film and video class $77.50, an Engli sh
book at $52.50 and a liberal education
course book at $23.00. I est imated the
total cost of books for the average student- and certainly some students paid
this much or more- at $225. The college
would even have a little money left over
for paper and pens.
Let's not forget our commuting stucents. Additionally, the money spent on
Carter's mans ion could have paid for

477,419 parking spots in the 7th Street
Garage for those who drive to class. The
cost of parking for students at this particular establishment is $7.75 a day.
Students almost always need a morning-pick-me-up. The college could buy
students 925,000 large $4-dollar
Starbucks Jattes.
And what about sustenance? Im agine
how many Chicago Carry Out specials
the millions spent on that house could
get us. At $3.8 4 each, the Harrison
Street eatery's Hot Dog Specials each
contain a nutritious hot dog with all the
fixings, an order of fries and a small
drink. The 963,54 I meals the money
could have provided would have fed a
great many of us for a long time.
Yummy !
The last-and possibly the most
unrealistic- idea: The co llege could
have paid for 3.7 million hours of parking in a Chicago meter space. Meters in
the city charge 25 cents for IS minutes,
totaling $1 per hour. Who wouldn't like
to be the lucky student to win that prize?

Wouldn 't it be nice if Columbia students could register for
classes in the comfort of their homes at any time, day or night?
Or if students living in the suburbs would not have to take
trains or drive their cars into the city during rush hour just to be
able to .register in the offices of their department?
As a transfer s~ude nt to Columbia from a community co llege in the suburbs, I was so used to being able to register
online· that I assumed Columbia would have the same services
available. There were more than 35,000 students attending my
former school and many of them used the online services. All it
would take is an extra link on Columbia's website to sol ve this
inconvenience to students.
I know- as many students do-what an inconvenience registration can be. I Ji ve in Chicago's Southwestern s uburbs and
have to travel about an hour each way to get to and from
Columbia. So, to register for classes I have to devote at least
three hours of my day's schedule, which is not always easy to
do. But if online registration were available, I could do that at
home, without wasting my time on the road or my money for
parking (yet, again).
A Jot of Columbia students do not Jive in Chicago and some
even travel to school from Indiana. What a great thing it would
be if they didn't have to put aside a portion ofthe_ir _days to register for classes. Students also usually have to watt m long
lines, even if they have only one question for an adviser. Once
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Online registration long overdue
By Pollna Goldshtlen
Staff Writer

John West
Cartoonist

registered, students might need an extra trip to Columbia if
they wish to change their class schedules.
Sure, it may be necessary for newer students who are not
familiar with Columbia's course offerings and their requirements to meet with an adviser. I understand that in-person registration should still be available to students who don't mind
traveling or are interested in speaking with an adviser when
they register.
And although the add/drop procedure can also be done by
registered letter or fax, these choices aren' t terrib ly convenient
either. When I registered via my community college's webs ite
with the class list ing in front of me, the process took me about
seven minutes to complete.
When I asked a few Columbia students whether they think
online registration would be helpful and if they would use it if
it were in place, all of them said yes. They said they would
Jove it if online registration were availab le and agreed it wou ld
be a definite time saver in their busy schedules. Students seem
to agree that if Columbia is charg ing so much for tuition- in
addition to the random fees- a simpl e thing like the expans ion
of its webs ite to include registration should be an option.
Really, it's not as if new techno logy or high-tech equipment
is needed to facilitate this addition.
Justifiably, students are wondering about the discrepancy
between the money they pay and the limited services Columbia
offers. The money from this year's tuition increase should
more than be able to fund an online registration process. Why
does the administration continue to ignore its students ' simple
needs?
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COWMBIA'S VOICES
Praise for Chronicle
editor, photgrapher

Surprise, job well-done
Surprised! That is my reaction reading my first two editions of the
Chronicle (Sept. 23 and Sept. 30), I am
surprised by the paper 's evident attempt
at moderate coverage of the news and
(that it] also featured some bipartisan
commentary. I expected the usual
overblown liberal worldview from your
paper, but it seems you're leaning
toward the middle on some iss ues,
which is good (I note the Sept. 23 piece
on the war on Iraq); leaning to the
right, which is good (I note the Sept. 30
piece on Jesse Jackson); and you de finite ly go to the left on some other
issues (t he editor 's [Georg ia
Evdoxiadi s] flurry of questions wit h
high cynical/comic al swagge r). This is
good as well . I ex pected a biased journalistic lump of far-le ft, unreali st ic
crap. Please keep up the good work,
and keep g iving me good surprises.
- Kev Kellam/ Radio

Gov. Ryan gives money
to the wrong place
Congratulations to the Film
Department for gett ing mo ney out of
our state governm ent. I am, howe ve r
appalled that Gov. George Ryan can
give $2 million to the school while at
the same tim e taking away MA P grants.
So my tax money is going to Co lum bia,
not as ass istance to he lp my education,
but to a td a department with which I 3m
not invol ved.
Do not misunderstand me; o ur Fi lm
Department deserves all the assi stance
it can get. I am thoroughly impressed
with the accomp lishments that have
come out of the Film Department.
I, however, depend on finan c ial a id
to attend school at Columbia and now I
do not have it. The state sees tit to give
S2 million to the Film Department for
construction, at a school that just raised
its tuition almost I 0 percent.

I had to write and commend A&E
Editor Michael Hirtzer for his tine
work in the Sept. 23 issue. This dude
has taken the section to a new level.
Good job, Mike. I can ' t wait to see
further reviews and features.
In add ition, photographer, Dwayne
M . Thomas is the man. He is constantl y taking thought-provoking pictures. Keep up the great work,
Dwayne and a ll at the Chroni c le.
Here's hoping for a great school year.
- Steve n James/Journa lism

Column's accusations
off-base
Afte r reading Georg ia Evdoxiadis'
"com'.llentary" in the campus section, I
was stckened. Not for her take on Mr.

LaRouche, but for her characterization
of lies and stupidity of the Bush
administration.
Let's get this straight, just because
the United States is engaging in tough
talk against Iraq and other nations that
promote world instability, we should
not give them a pass due to the upcoming election and the fact that there has
not been another attack. Just because
chemical weapons have not yet been
used on American soi l is no excuse to
give Iraq the benefit of the doubt.
It has been prove that the Iraqi government has been a sponsor to terrorist
groups, used chemical weapons against
the ir own people, and s laughtered thousands of Kurdish people who oppose
the current regime.
For those, like Georgia, who feel
that the U.S. government is bully ing
other nations, you need a wake up ca ll.
Next time there is a terror attack and
thousands o f people are killed as a
result of chemi ca l or radioactive "dirty
bomb," let's see where you stand then .
You state at the end of your column

that the first week of class was worthless ... could be, but your obvious negleer for the safety of the American
people shows your true worth--or
lack thereof.
- Brian O'Toole/Reader

Tell us what .YOU think
of what we:.re giving to
you. The Chronicle
would like to ·hear from
you!
Submit your thoughts
on anything you read in
the Chronicle in a letterto the editor.

WHAT GIVES?
1liE @Htfif THING
KEEPS l100NG

MY IIIMEY.'

- Maggie Robertson/ Radio

The Columbia Chronicle photo poll
Question: How many books did you buy at the bookstore and how much did they cost?

Ste-ve Tucknott
fra hman1MIJ3ic

" I could on ly buy three

books bccau<w: two were out
and I ' till spent $1 50 "

.la•mln e Nance
Sophomore/Music
" I cou ld nnly purchu,c one
hook bccau•e the other th ree

were not avai lable nt the book·
• tore."

J(ochelle Russo
F'ruhman/,Jonr nallsm
" I bought fo ur books for

$200 ."

Jue lllrtl
~·~shma•I!Mnsk

" I ho ught seven books lb r
urouml $350."

Muy Brook
Fmhnum/Musk

" I could onl

books tot $86
h"d $1 00.

money."

buy two
I only

beell~'(l

o I need more
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At the e9uator, th e a mount of da~light on I~ varies b~
two minute s throughout th e e nt ire ~ear. The sun rises a t 6:?0
ever~ mo rning, and sets at 6:?0 ever~ evening. There is as

much da~ as there is night. Terrain moves e ast from the
ocean , from end less beaches, to mounta inous cliffs and fina il~
into lush greene r~. E_c ua d o r s its t o the far west in S o uth
America , ne stle d betw e en

f eru o n th e

south

a nd Co lo mb ia t o th e no rth.
H ere , th e seafood is f re sh, th e air is cris p
and t he mounta ins rise t oward t he sk~ a t dizz~
ing a ltitudes. In Qu ito , th e capital of I .5 million
p eo ple, taxis wh iz b~ . In the congested stre e t s

of Qld Quito, crowded ma rketplaces s it
underneath th e ta ll steeples of centuries-old
c h u rc hes m an~ ce ntu ries o ld. C lothes a re often ha nd-was hed
.,...,.-,:;;:-, against stone, with water diverted fro m a n ea rb~ cascade on
the side of a mountain.
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Tuesday, October 8

1:00-3:00 pm
Hokln Annex

6 23 S. Wabash, .1st floor
Featuring Master Drummer Nick Alvarez
CONTACT PERSON: TANYA REED, 312.344.7188
PARTICIPANTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO BRING THEIR OWN DRUM OR
PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS. THIS EVENT IS OPEN TO ALL COLUMBIA
COLLEGE STUDENTS, STAFF AND FACULTY! THIS IS A CULTURAL
C.A.T. EVENT. PICK UP YOUR C.A.T. CARD AT THE HOKIN CENTER.

After-hours Series
Thursday. October :1.7, 2002
Show Time 6:30pm-:1.0pm
Op en M lc Sign Up 6pm-6:30pm
In Hokin Annex.
Ffrst-c:ome. first-·st:~r ve. One person
In your grOIJP must be a Columbia
student w; f all 2002 10.

M.C. by THE LINEBACKERS
r.os1no gatac~tus & thaione davis
~nacrobats'93

OJ Genghiswon

Free Fo.od, Free Admission,
Free Fun, Free You r M ind
For admission you must present
a valid fall 2002 College ID.
Hokln ,.\nnex
623 s. Wabash
Cl11cago, IL 6060!)
www.colum.edu/hokin
phone : 312-344-7188
Funded by Stunent ActlviHes Feos
Sponsornd by Sh.Jdnnt AHal rs

~ Colurnbia

co c L < G <

CHtCA.GO
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NEW LINE CINEMA
An AOL Time Warner Company

INVITE YOU AND A GUESTTO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

'.

··~:·:"

~~:·-:.

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
and pick up a complimentary pass to attend a special showing of KNOCKAROUND GUYS on
Thursday, October 1Oth at the Loews Cineplex 900 N. Michigan Cinemas.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis.
One pass per person. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible.

IN THEATERS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH!
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'Attraction' a hedonistic pleasure
blinded to the fact that what you're really
trying to do is spend all their money to
A&E Editor ·
make a big art film."
Avary, co-writer of Pulp Fiction and
In one of the opening scenes of The Rules director of Killing Zoe, added " I've always
of Attraction, Sean Bateman (James Van felt it was a really good philosophy to
Der Beek) walks across the room at a party include something that was understandto approach Kelly (Kate Bosworth). The able and available to a wide audience but
scene that follows can't be described with- also that's stylized and as much of a work
out blushing-this isn't a star of"Dawson's of art that I could endeavor to make."
Creek" meeting a star of
"Young
The movie may or may not be accessiAmericans" in some sort of WB fantasy- ble to a wide audience. In the first half
land . This is a crash course in the dark, hour, Lara ("7th !leaven 's" Jessica Biel)
satirical world of Bret Easton Ellis, author sleeps with the entire varsity footba ll
of American Psycho and other novels.
team, Marc (a half-naked Fred Savage)
The last time movie audiences wit- shoots heroin into his toe, and Denton gets
nessed this world, Christian Bale was punched after trying to initiate homosexutransporting dead yuppies in Louis Vuitton al sex with a man under the influence of
bags humming along to Phil Collins' ecstasy. This is a world where people have
"Sussudi o." This time the results are no revelations like, as Ellis writes, "'Since,
less shock ing, just as detailed and even like, when does having sex with someone
more stylized.
else mean, like,
Writer/director Roger.---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , I' m not faithfu l
Avary uses a cornucopia
to you?"'
of film tricks to weave
(Note: at the
this tale of sex, drugs
advance screenand intrigue. In a quicking, a pub! icity
but-studied
manner,
representative
Avary captures fictional
for the fi lm
Camden College in all its
informed
the
hedonistic glory. There's
aud ience that a
all the classic hedonistic
rape scene wi II
trimmings of college life:
be cut and the
parties, townies, druggies
lesbian porno
and bad dining service.
Bateman
and
With an arguably subDenton watch
stantial plot, Avary tells
while smoking
the story of a group of
marijuana wi ll
privileged students too
be blurred in the
high and hormonally
Oct. I I theatrichallenged to go to class.
cal release.)
As "shallow as a travel
Whil e
this
agent's secretary,"-as noted in the Ellis movie may exaggerate college life, many
novel- Bateman is appeased easily, hav- of its scenarios are common on campuses
ing sexual relations with as many women throughout the country. Much in the same
as possible, but he's willing to give them vein as Kids, The Rules of Attraction is a
all up for Lauren Hynde (Shannyn leud look at the way some young people
Sossamon), whom he believes to be the lead their lives.
author of the anonymous love letters he
Avary said he first read the 1987 novel
fi nds in his mailbox. Meanwhile, Paul when he attended Arts Center College of
Denton (Ian Somerhalder from Life As a Design in Pasadena, Cal if. l ie said he
House) becomes infatuated with Bateman. immediately wanted to make it into a
Though disinterested, Bateman blindly movie because it was a fairly accurate
leads him on.
social satire of everything he was experiThis may sound like a typical Can i encing. Avary said it took him 15 years to
Hardly Wait-style teen movie, but it's real- fi nd the right way to "convert Brei's literly more of an amoral and exp licit take on ary devices into cinematic devices."
American Pie 2 made specifically fo r film
" It took me that long to think about the
students.
material ," he said. "[The book] is comIn a telephone interview Avary said, " I posed of many multiple first-person narraalways try to make a genre-based film for tives, all told in a sort of stream-of-conthe very reason that it wi ll be easier to sell sciousness, Rashomon-style. There's a
to a studio. If yo u go into a studio and say, great amount of complexity to the design
'I'm making a teen fi lm,' they' ll tend to be of the book, so it was a matter of trying to

By Michael Hlrtzer

"Whenever I make
a film, I try to make
it. .. so that it feels
like you're inside a
bubble reality"
-Roger Avary,
director

Photos Courtesy of Lions Gate Films

(Above) As Laura, Jessica Blel, erases any Innocent Images conjured by her role In
the WB's 'Seventh Heaven.' (Below Left) Jan Somerhalder plays Paul Denton, a bisexual with an insatuable sexual drive in 'The Rules of Attraction.'
figure out a way to tum it into some kind
of coherent story."
Avary used techniques like backward
photography, spl it screens, and paralle l
scenes to balance each character's story.
He said they were making the fi lm around
the time of the threatened Screen Actors
Guild strike, but said that when the strike
d idn't happen "there were nothing but crews
avai lable. Nobody was working in
I Iollywood, so we found ourselves in the
delightful position of being in a modest budget film and having all these A-list crew."
The crew recreated the New England
campus in and around Los Angeles and at
the Un iversity of Redlands in San
Bernardino County.
Ellis' novel is set during the 1980s, but
the movie is set in the present. Avary said
he stripped out some cultural references,
but kept a lot of the '80s music.
"Whenever I make a film, I try to make
it temporally and spatially non-specific, so
that it fee ls like you're inside a bubble reality," Avary said. " I tried to approach this in
the same way. I wanted this to be a little
like you could see this movie and it wasn't
spec ifi c to any real region in the United
States-that it could almost be anywhere."
As debauchery-filled as it is, the fi lm is
still a breath of fresh air and quite possibly
the definiti ve fi lm for today's younger

generations -it 's fast-paced, somewhat
cynical and undeniably hip.
In the film 's most visually appealing
sect ion (aka the Vi ctor montage) Avary
sums up a European tour-de-force in a
four-minute stretch that follows " lt"-boy
Victor (Kip Pardue) through dozens of
European hot spots, where he meets
locals, celebrities, DJs and models. As a
nod to National Lampoon's European
Vacation, " I Ioliday Road" plays in the
background.
Avary shot the entire sequence on location by following Pardue for a two-week
jaunt. Avary said " If (Kip] wanted to go to
Barcelona, suddenly were we going to
Barcelona." Avary shot over 70 hours of
footage during time and said he will eventually tum it into a mini-feature.
Avary said he didn't feel pressure in a literary adaptation because The Rules of
Attraction is one of Ellis' most underrated
novels.
"As far as adapting material perceived as
a classic, of all of his novels, The Rules of
Attraction was always considered Ellis'
worst novel. It 's his favorite," he said, " it's
my favorite."
The movie, he concluded, "will definitely
stun people."
For a foil transcription ofthe Avary intervielv, visit www.columbiachronicle.com.
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Gritty photos captures frailty of artist's life
By Celina M. Sumner
Staff Writer

Through
her
art,
Baran attempts to

expose

Students and facuhy gathered
at Columb ia's Museum of
Contemporary Photography on
Friday Sept. 27, for a lunchtime
ga llery talk with emerging a rtist
and photographer Tracey Baran.
Baran, whose color photography wi ll be on di splay at the
museum until Dec. 20, d isc ussed
the process and meaning of her
photographs during a s lideshow.
The di scussion was followed by
a short question-and-answer session.
Museum associate curator
Kare n Irvine v iewed Baran's
work in New York and suggested
the exhibit to a group composed
of graduate s tudents and staff
called the Curatorial Committee,
who then voted in favor of displaying the artist's work.
Baran, who was born in 1975
and raised in ups tate New York,
broke into the New York art
scene in her early 20s.
''It's scary no matter how old
you arc," Baran said, whe n
asked about the pressure of
being s uccess ful at the beg inning
of her career.
·
In her series "Give and Take"
( 1999), Baran ch ronicles her
relationsh ip with her boyfriend.
The series "St ill " (200 I) is more
of a photographic journal that
chronicles her li fe.
Thoul!h different in terms of
context:both series share a similaritie--Baran 's abi lity to take
simple subjects and make them
complex.
At first glimpse, her photos
appear to be c lear images.

viewers'

preconcei ved
social
beliefs, which fall into
place upon examination of her images.

In essence, Baran 's
work
is
dismala lmost haunting- and
her monotonous tone at
the talk was the perfect
audible complement
photographs.
In her 200 I photograph
"Joseph," an overweight man
sprawls in a bathtub, blankly
staring into space. l ie looks as
if he had taken his last breath
many days ago. The bathroom
area surrounding h im is di ngy,
with moldy tiles and litter
around the footed tub. T he man
in this funereal image- whose
arm dangles over the edge of the
tub-is Baran 's fat her, w ho
appears to be the victi m in a horror fi lm's murder scene.
When asked about her fa m ily 's reactions to her photography, Baran said, "They don't get
it," followed by a hes itated
silence, which left the aud ience
leaning in for some e laboration .
Although she did not fully
exp lain her family's responses
in regards to her art, s he
explained her feelings about
why she chooses to photograph
them and other important
aspects of her life .
" I wou ld never bring any of
you into my parents' house, but
in a way, I am," Baran said.
Baran explained that she only
fee ls c omfortab le when s he
truly shows herse lf in her a rt-

even if it means be ing
a
little vulnerable
about the images she
chooses to capture .
Many likely wond er
if Baran 's fami ly life
was the dysfunct ional,
depressing wreck that
she portrays in her
photographs.
Baran a ls o throws
herself in as the subject of her own photographs, wh ich somet imes share the same
morbidity
th at
is
so often port rayed
through p ictures of her
fami ly.
In one se lf-portrait,
Baran is seen covered (Above right) Photographer Tracey Baran during a gallery talk at the Museum of
in a rash that appears Contemporary Photography. (Above left) A photograph entitled 'Dewy' is part of
to be a reaction to poi- Baran's 'Still' series.
so n ivy. This photograph s hows her, once
critics and viewers seem to her journeys thro ugh life, love,
again, caug ht in a state of vul - agree is that each of her pho- death and the frailties that go
nerability for her art. The photo tographs appears to be a self- along with each.
illustrates how unguarded she is portrait- whether a shot of a
Baran s photographs are on
against nature- her beautifu l dewy glass on a windowsill or display at the Museum of
sk in has been in fec ted. By s har- of the artist herself hunched in a Contemporary
Photography,
ing this image wit h others, she doctor 's office.
600 S. Michigan Ave. For more
leaves herse lf in an even more
Baran's photography tells a information, visit the museum s
s to ry, with every captured website at www.mocp.org or
vulnerable position.
One thing on w hich many image act ing as a reflec.tion of call (312) 663-5554.

Exhibit, radio play
praise late artist
o

Art Institute offers Munoz retrospective

By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
Five gold-plated men , sitting on couches in a half-circle, frozen in conversat ion.
Another suspended from the cei ling via
his clenched teeth.
Both are part of the Art Institute of
Chicago's newest installation, a g lim pse
into the minimalis t works of Spanish
artist Juan Munoz. The exhibit is a retrospective of Munoz, who died last year at
age 47 .
Relying o n a variety o f mediums---including photography, film, mus ic and
literature, Munoz examined the human
experoence through careful o bservation .
Such 1s the case with Munoz's ce lebrated wconversation pieces," in which dozens
of figures arc statinnary 1n mo ments of
discourse The p1cces are made of papiermache and covered wnh rcs1n and bronze.
By plaLing figures tn natural and common
~. Muno7·, worh dictate a dialogue
with the v1ewer A narrative ,, e' tablished
1-.aLh •tatue ·, rule tn the poece is
only d ,.cerned v oa '" ge• to c ulation ~ ·
clothe• are odentoLa l, eac h fa~ o :ol exr>re'·
"on tdent ocal to the next
Another ~~~ •• " h vc \eated lo gurcq,"
on whoch a quinfct uf men arc
po-cd rec lonong
on ~ hai "
'lwo
arc dearl y 111
c r,n vcrqtl llora,

w hole
twn
nhqcrve
I he
fi flh !(tile• over
ho• • hfluldcr onto
a morrr>r per~hed
11n the wall
" hve \ e<oted
I ogure•" for ce•
obo;erver. !(o rcl7
"''' "" a •uhrect •

facial expressions, but
o n their collective
gestures. The resu lt is
a dialogue not only
within the artwork,
but also between the
piece and audience.
Munoz's
exhibit
also
includes the
so-called
" raincoat
drawings," a series of 1,~"'r""':r"";',lJ;~~;,~
40 images constructed I'
from black fabric .
The drawings d ep ict
dome stic
itemschairs,
beds
and
rugs- in
settings
devoid of inhabitants.
Like Munoz's sc ulptures of conversations, the item• seemingly act as a narrative- describing and
portraying events that
have yet to o r already
Photo c:our1tSy ollhe M lnsliiUit
have trans pired .
A long with the 'Five Seated Figures' (above) and (lower left) 'Hanging Figu re' are both part of the Juan Mu~oz exhibit, which
exhibit ,
The
Art runa thro ugh J anua ry at the Art Institute of Chicago.
ln•titu te of Chicago
Joseph l lo uscnl presents "Figure It Out: Rotating Box)." Inspiration tor the pi~e
feature •
•evcrn l
event• and lecture< cc lchru tin g the work Junn Mui1o.t:'' in the museums Fullerton came from the text of nn nctunl U. .
of Juan Mu~o1
llu ll.
pnte nt . The pntcnt described a mccllaOn Oct IS, A.-ocoatc Di rector of the
Lynne Cooke, c urntor of the New York- nism nblc to mnke objects ' nish into
Art ln qtotul c'• Depnrtmc nt ol Mu•euon bused Diu Cent er for the Arts lectures o n thin nir.
Lduc ation, (')nrc Konny lecture< nn "Juun MuOot : 'Fu lls the Shadow,"' Nov.
"i\ Registered Potent" mnke • it$
Mun•11 '• unpn~t on the theater co mmuni - 12 nt 6 P..m . in Fullerhlll llnll.
Amcricnn debut on91. ~ BEZ-FM. Oct.
ty " Art a ~ I healer Jtmn Mu~o1" in
WflEZ-FM. C'hicugo's N I'K nllilintc. is 13 t 8 p.m. Further ~iring· M\l No , I 0
(,allcry 2 1~
ulso hrundcusting the A mcricnn premiere nnd Dec. IS, buth nt S p.m.
( holc.lrcn nllcndong the ex hibot Oc t 12, of "A Registered Pntent", n rudio p loy
Thfl work af Jutm Mul'lm l.r t'urn:ntly
I'J anc.l
~ nn create the or own c lay fig writl cn by MuOot, with music h i\lherto 011 tllspla..v 111 l'tlflous < 11/itrl<ts ut t~ Art
ureq on the lnmoly wnrk •lwp " l'enplc nnd lglcslus
noul
nn rrntlo n ll~<tltut.t of Chil'tl,\,otl, Ill
Mlt.-IIQ{IIII
!'lace I he Art nf JLmll Muflot" ll nur. hy nctor/dircctor J11hn Mnll.ovlch. .~~'1!..
thrtlus_lt JtiHUIIf
, JQOJ
for cholc.lrcn ugc• 4 l1 nrc I0 10 n on.
l{c cord~ c.l In Kn~sc l , Ocrmnny nt the
.Mml.•slml Is Sll for stmkHI • FOI' llt6I'W
II 1() a on, c h llc.lrc n 7 12, 2 p on .- 1.10 "Docuone nta
II"
e~hlhltlun ,
"/-\ IIJformutlmt tJII t~ ~ ltlblr 01' 111'1Ufllt{/i
pm
·1he event! happen ut the Krntl R c~ls t ercd Patent" 1~ nn nlinrtntion of tl l'f'llts, ~tJrttu ·t tltit rt lmtltlltit
tducutlon Center o n the lower leve l
Munot'~ 200 I stt•ry "Opt leo lllu~lon·
Chkt~gU (It (J IJ) 1/>IJ- 600 IW \!ISit
On Nov , at ~ p on , chmeo~~orupher l'rvduclnl! Uo~ (A Onmttner ln ~hlo 11 wMm'urtk ~~~~.
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EGG DONORS
NEEDED
Give the gift of life to an infertile couple
LUCRATIVE COMPENSATION for qua lified individuals'

• Special need for Caucasian donors
• College educated preferred
• Between the ages of20-30
• Completely anonymous

847.656.8733
<;'l

>?

<!' \ )

~
c

to.

For More lnformotion:
emoil: info@egg411.com
The Center lor Egg Options illinois, LLC
www.egg4 ll.com

Photo by Myriam Santos-Kayda

Alabama natives TRUSTcompany are currently on the Pop Sux! Tour opening for Kom and Disturbed.
They are promoting their latest record 'The Lonely Position of Neutral.•

TRUSTcompany shifts out of 'Neutral'
\ "We would play some [in
Alabama] too, but there were
places that would stay open for
just a couple months and you
Most Americans might recog- would be able to do a certain
nize Alabama more as the birth- amount of shows there, and it
place of Forrest Gump than as a would just close down and it
breeding ground for new rock wouldn't last," Singleton said.
bands.
The members of "So, that's why we just went to
TRUSTcompany do hail from Florida and Tennessee and
Montgomery, Ala.-but unlike Georgia and Texas, and anyGump crossing the nation in his where else we could go."
Released in July, The Lonely
magic shoes, TRUSTcompany
will spend the next few months Position of Neutral (Geffen), has
seen
steady sales, partially as a
on a bus, touring the United
States in the Pop Sux! Tour as a result of relentless touring and the
supporting act" for Korn and release of the single "Downfall"
with. its catchy_chorus: "Push me
Disturbed.
.
" It took so long to get signed away I Make me fal l I Just to see I
side
of
me. "
because no one looks in Another
recently
Alabama," said TRUSTcompany TRUSTcompany
drummer Jason Singleton. " If returned from a European stint
you're thinking, ' I am going to with Kom, has toured with Puddle
find this cool rock band'-or of Mudd and also held a spot on
cool anything-you're not going this year's Vans Warped Tour.
Singleton said that the album
to look in Alabama.
"It's definitely not a New York got its name from a recollection
or an L.A., but there are talented from TRUSTcompany bass ist
· kids there putting some good Josh Moates. "We were doing
stuff together. Unfortunately, this for so long and we were just
there's just not that many clubs thinking that we we 're never
or many outlets for those guys to going to catch our break, so there
do that, so coming from that came a point where each memmusic scene is a very difficult ber in the band at different times
was maybe considering giving
thing to do."
To many bands, touring before up on living our dream and the
of ever being a touring
chance
being signed to a label might
prove
difficult.
But
for band," Singleton said.
" It's that fee ling of being stuck
TRUSTcompany, which features
singer/guitarist Kevin Palme r, in the middle; you don't know
guitarist James Fukai, bassist which way to go. We fe lt like we
Josh Moates and Singleton, tour- were in the lonely position of neuing before the release of their tral. You are being pulled this way
debut album The Lonely Position and that way, and it can be primed
ofNeutral proved even more di f- to anything like a relationship or
ficult for the q uartet from any situation in general where you
Montgomery. " Basically all we don't know what to do."
The debut album's II tracks
did was play away from there,"
read more like a teenage diary
Singleton said.

By Randy J. Klodz
Staff Writer

than a screaming tirade machine
to which TRUSTcompany's numetal cohorts are accustomed.
Take your average rap-rocking,
screaming front man- think
Jacoby Shaddix of Papa
Roach-and replace his vocals
with the often delicate vocal
style of Kevin Palmer. Before
you know it, you have a hybrid
of chorus-laden rock with pop
vocals.
T RUSTcompany is beginning
to learn a thing or two along the
way from its friends in Korn and
Puddle of Mudd by learning to
write whi le on the road. "Those
guys are always in their dressing
room play ing guitar and having
recording equipment with them,"
Singleton said. With this process,
Singleton hopes to have some
new songs written before
TRUSTcompany is done with its
current tour.
One of TRUSTcompany's
tracks, "Changing," was written
for Los Angeles radio station
KROQ while the band was in the
Netherlands. The station annually produces a CD filled with
Christmas covers and holiday
tunes. "Changing" deals w ith the
changing of seasons and has
nothing to do with Christmas.
" We could not see ourselves
being cool singing 'Jingle Bells,'
or something
like that,"
S ingleton said.
TRUSTcompany's stint in
support of Korn and Disturbed
on the Pop Sux! Tour begins in
Manchester, N.H. on Oct. 8 and
is tentatively set to end on Nov.
22 in Colorado Springs, Colo.
There are currently no dates set
for a stop in the Chicago area.
For more info rmation, visit
www.trustcompanyband.com.

Read Anything That Demanded Praise or
Evoked Your Desire to Vent This Summer?
If So You Can Write For
The Chronicle Book Review
Submit your reviews to:
publishme@colum.edu
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Wanna go to the Biggest
Party of the Year?

Pick AT&T Long Distance and you could
win a trip to the MTV Studios.
AT&T College Communications
~ ~. ~ £IAYlld. ~ ~.

nr ~ATs.T
M\JIICTlllVIIION•

~

Get a FREE MUSIC CD of your choice when you select AT&T.
NO CAll.. OR PURCHASE NECE.SSARV TO ENTER OR WIN. ELIGIBILITY: ()p<Jn 10 legal resldoniS o f lho 48 Unllod SlaleS,
OtStnct of Cotumbta, and the US Vug1n Islands who arc 18 or older as o r 8/1102 Votd In Puono RICO, US V~rg1n Islands, Hawaii,
Alaska. and where otherw•s.e prohibited by law Two Waya to Participate: A.) To enter by algnlng up lor AT&T Long Olatance,

AT&T One Rate• 7e Plua Plan and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Savlnga Plan : Call 1·877·COLLEGE botwoon
12 00 OOAtA Eastern Time ("Ell on 8/1/02 and 11 59 59PM ET on 10131102 (heroaher rol orrod 10 as tho "Promotion Porlod1 nnd
provtde the reqwred •niOfmahon to tho operator or IVA prompt to rocervo ono on1ry Into tho swoopstal<o s Umll ono onlry per
houHhold trx each plan 8 .) To enter by mall : Hand prrnt your name, comptoto address, Lip codo, ago, dayllmo tolophono num·
ber, emarl ad(lress, college or umvers•ty namo, 5Ch001 status (pVft) (•I apphcablo), and tho words ..AT&T Cotlogo!MTV Bac k to
Sc..hool PromotiOn.. on a plasn 3 .. x
paper and ma•l rt 1n a nand addressed 1 10 envolopo w ttll llrst·class postngo to ..AT&T
CoUegenATV Bacit to School Promohon... P 0 Bo.c 13084, Brldgopor1, CT 06673·3084 llmi1 lhroo ontr10s por porson nnd per
houaohold lor tho duratl()n of tho PromotiOn PoriOd Prlzeii'Odda : (1) Grand PriLO 4 dayl3 night trap tor wlnnor and (3) guosts to
the MTV r~ow foar's Evo Party rn NoN Yor"l\ Crty on 12130102· 112103 consisting ot round 111p couch air trnnsportnllon lrom nonrost
ma,or a~rport tn the US to w~nnor's rotJKJonco, ~UIIO hotol accommodaUons l or (I\). ground tr unsportoUon (tot1fom hotol nnd tho nlr·
port), alld <s total cA $1 ,000 spondrng m(,noy (Approxuna to notaU Valuo · An V..• $6,000) Actunt vntuo o f p rl.to moy vury dopomJing
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Tage Larsen, first
African-American
member of CSO
By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer
After nearly a decade in existence, the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra hired its first AfricanAmerican
instrumentalist.
Although he fai led fo ur previous
auditions, trumpeter and cornetist Tage Larsen got the part of
fourth utility trumpet on his fifth
try. Larsen joined the CSO on
July I, after playing for two
years with the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra. He said
the discipline he learned at a
very young age playing trumpet
helped him on his many auditions.
" You have to have a lot of
backbone; there is a lot of rejection to overcome," Larsen said.
"They are life lessons, and you
learn from it. I have been rejected many, many times. A couple
times I said ' I can't do this anymore, this is crazy.' You take so
many auditions and get so many
different opinions on how you
played. One of my teachers told
me that one of the most important attitudes is persistence and
perseverance."
At one orchestra for which he
auditioned, he was among 150
people-only five of whom
were b lack.
"Once you start taking auditions and you get into the audition circuit, you start· to see the
same peop le over and over
again. I' d look around and I
wouldn 't see that many AfricanAmericans. It just didn't seem
like something they grew up
with."
Larsen said he hopes more
African-Ame ri cans can get
invo lved in classical music in
the future.
"I hope there are more people
participating on both sides of the
stage,'· he said. "People have to
come to the concerts for us to
keep performing. It is getting
really hard to get peop le more
invol ved, especially [when the)
class ical music recording industry is drying up."
Larsen also discussed the benefits of getting children in volved
in play ing instruments.
"The most important th ing
about pursuing a career in class i·
cal mu sic is getting kids to
understand the di scipline that is
in volved- and the ho urs of
practice and commitment: • he
sa id. "Regardless o f whether or
not they land an orchestra job,
exposing kids to that kind o f
training can carry over to differ·
ent things in their li ves:·
Larsen said he began playing
trumpet at a very young age,

Photo coortesy of the CSO

Trumpeter Tage Larsen
inspired by records his father
played. After listening to those
records, he said he became interested in playing an instrument
and the trumpet seemed it would
be the one he· stuck with.
According to Larsen, his parents
supported him at every tum. He
said they paid both for new
instruments and for his lessons
with skilled instructors.
Although only he and one of
his nine siblings pursued music
as a career, Larsen said, "My
parents really encouraged, aij qJYn,
brothers and sisters to just go
with our passions, do whatever
we thought we could excel at."
One of Larsen's sisters has a
career in musical theater, which·
included work on the Broadway
musical "Rent."
Larsen said he believes that
success in the classical music has
become increasingly difficultnot just for African-Americans,
but for everyone.
He discussed the decrease in
awareness in classical music in
schools: "Nowadays the school
band programs are being c ut and
music funds are being cut, it's
very sad to see. Kids in elementary school are not getting
exposed to it, not getting a
chance, not getting an opportunity."
Since leaving St. Louis, Tage
said he, his wife Amy (who is
also a trumpet player) and his
sons Zachary and Ethan are
enjoy ing their new city.
•' Jt's great being here and playing in this orchestra,'' Larsen
said. "But it was very tough,
because St. Louis is a great
orchestra, and a great place to
live, g reat people.
It 's just
always that thing about wanting
to play a top orchestra, so I gave
it (the audition] one last try."
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Donald Brennan (center) reveals the tattoos he says the producers
of "Bumflghts" forced him to get etched Into his stomach and forehead. Brennan filed a lawsuit last Wednesday In San Diego.
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0 'Bums' sue filmmakers for $100K
By Chris Coates
Assistant A&E Editor
At $20 each, "Bumfights: A
Cause for Concern, Volume I"
sold thousands of copies over the
Internet. The nearly one-hour
videotape depicts homeless men
purposely injuring themselvesand one another- in scenes reminiscent of MTV's "Jackass."
On the video's website, a tree
preview of a segment entitled
"The Bum Hunter," a parody of
Animal Planet 's "Crocod ile
Hunter" is avaiable via a download. The preview shows a Steve
Irwin impersonator- comp lete
with outback fatigues and Auss ie
accent-"capturing" homeless
men by sneaking up and
wrestling them to ground . In one
particularly violent scene, a
homeless man is bound and
gagged with duct tape and carted
to a waiting conversion van for
"release into the wild ."
Now the video's producersRyan E. McPhersor:t, 19, of San
Diego, Zachary Bubeck, 24,
Daniel J. Tanner, 21, an d
Michael J. Slyman, 21, each of
Las Vegas-are in hot water with
local officials.
That's because, though unc lear
to viewers, the prod ucers of
"Bum fights" not only paid homeless men to brawl, they paid them
to keep quiet about their wounds,
according to officials.
Last month, San Diego prosecutors filed federa l charges
against "Bum fights" for conspiracy to solicit assault with deadly
force. The charges bring a maximum sentence of up to three
years in prison.
McPherson is also charged
with conspiracy and obstruction
of justice.
Prosecutors say
McPherson offered $25,000 to
two San Diego homeless menDonald Brennan and Rufus
Hannah- in exchange for keeping quiet about the tapes and
their injuries.
In one "Bumfights" scene ,
Brennan fractured his leg while
tussling with Hannah, resulting
in a call to paramedics.
Hannah, known on the videotape as Rufus the Stuntbum, said
the young filmmakers offered
him and fellow transients liquor,
food and cash-as little as $5 at a

time-to perform in front of the
camera.
Another scene from the video
shows the duo getting branded
with " Bumfight" tattoos and, in
Brennan's case, across his forehead. In a later segment, Hannah
is pushed down a fl ight of stairs
perched atop a shopping cart.
Attorneys for Hannah and
Brennan filed a joint civil suit
Oct. 2 in San Diego Superior
Court against the makers of
"Bumfights" and the tattoo parlor that completed the tattoos.
In a press release, Hannah and
Brennan's lawyers say their
clients continue to suffer from
physical and mental anguish.
" What was done to [Hannah
and Brennan) was unconscionable, and we see this lawsuit as sending a strong message
to stop this type of conduct in the
future," said Mark Quigley, a
lawyer for the plaintiffs.
The producers of "Bum fights"
did not return calls from the
Chronicle.
Meanwhile, lawyers for the
video's producers say the state's
fi ling is fri volous. They say the
homeless men weren't forced to
perform by anyone.
Prosecutors, however, see it
differently.
"It is illegal to pay someone to
commit a felony," Prosecutor
David Ross told the AP. " In this
case, they paid homeless men to
commit a crime of assault with
deadly force."
The video gained widespread
attention across the country,
prompting homeless activists to
cry fou l.
Rep. Earl Blumenauer, a
Democrat from Oregon and a
homeless rights advocate, said
"Bumfights" dehumanizes the
homeless.
" I have been appalled at the
people who would not just avo id
he lping but actually are seek ing
to exploit the homeless,"
Blumenauer said. "The worst
example I have seen ·is a recent
video entitled 'Bumfights' that
films the abuse and violence
against the homeless."
As of press time, the
"Bum fights" website is still available online as are operators at the
video's toll free ordering line.
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'Dragon' breathes new life into Lecter
By Fernando Diaz
Staff Writer
The first (and final) installment in Thomas Harris ' trilogy
of the in imitable forensic psychologist llan ni bal Lccter,
deft ly portrayed by Anthony
llopkins, succeeds in embodying the essence of ev il. Only
this ti me the ev il 's not in
Lccter, but in the "Toot h
Fairy."
Called out of retirement, Will
Graham (Edward Norton) is
asked to help solve a cou ple of
what see m to be perfect, albeit
messy. murders that are right
up hi s alley. After nabb ing
Lecter, he inevitab ly gains a
reputat ion as a top investigator- but his strength lies in an
uncanny ability to see past the
evidence by looking through
the murderer 's eyes.
Reluctantly accepting the
temporary assignm ent to help
the Alabama police find their
man, Graham unknowingly
dives into a psychologi cal triangle between Lecter, a sickeningly loyal Lecter "fan" and his
own fear-a potenti ally fatal
weakness he has never been
able to shake. Although
Graham has always managed to
close his cases, he suffers from
the realization that the impact
his killers' escapades have on
him are inescapable.
Lecter, the unnervingly composed cannibalistic killer with
a penchant for the hi gh life, is
imprisoned in the Baltimore
State Hospital for the criminally insane. The cell he inhabits
is the famil iar confines from
The Silence of the Lambs, with
the same glass wall that dissol ves the illusion of protecti on
that bars would otherwise offer.
Coming up cold on the tracks
of the killer, Graham decides to
visit Lecter for some he lp.
Offering him some of the

Glen WilsorJIJnivelsal Studios

Dr. Han nibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins) aids detective Will Graham (Edward Norton) in 'Red Dragon,' the latest installment In the popular trilogy
by Thomas Harris.
amenities
he
surrounded
himself with on the outside,
Graham gets Lecter to agree to
toss the slight clues his way.
As Graham sets back out on
the trail, the story snowballs into
its second climax. The fi rst happens before the opening credits
roll, and it's enough to keep you
glued to your seat.
While Graham 's hunt twists
and turns, everyone but the most
peripheral characters face the

prospect of a gruesome death.
Whi le the FBI tries to piece
together the identity of the "Red
Dragon," his spree and choice of
victims prove too close for comfort.
Before the fil m divulges the
Dragon's modus operandi, the
chase catapults to an unexpected
height. Graham- along with his
unsuspecting family-is the
ultimate subject of the Dragon's
transformation: a con vers ion he

achieves through the ritualistic
murders he carries out.
Everyone knows he'll strike
again, and what's worse is that
they don't know where. As
Graham has proved time after
time, you have to get the job
done rather than get bogged
down by profiling the madness.
While the serial killer saga
takes a turn with Lecter
portraying the harbinger of madness in a reserved, eloquently

magisterial disguise, the "Red
Dragon" isn't as sophisticated.
The victim of childhood abuse,
he morphs into a ·conflicted
killer grappling with a debilitating psychosis.
Although, the fi lm doesn't
adequately delve into the origins
of his madness, it unfolds leaving no room for that. The chase
is hot, and information comes at
a high price.

NYC museum angers midtown neighbors CNN's 'Headline
By Erin McClam
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) - The director
of the newest museum in this culturepacked city is surveying the prizes of
his permanent collection- leather
straps, condom boxes and porn playing on large screens.
He stops and points at a 1940s
Wonder Woman comic book cover.
"Just look at her," said Daniel
Gluck. "The cinched waist, the high
heels, the rope ...she's always tying
people up."
Wonder Woman is among the tamer
attractions at the Museum of Sex,
which opened last weekend in
Manhattan and aims to catalog
American sexuality, from 19th-century
brothels to turn-of-the-millenni um sex
parties.
In a city that has affectionately
shortened the names of its culture
hubs-MoMA, the Met- the new
museum has al ready been dubbed
MoSex. And it hall stirred opposition
fro m those who 'ay it is merely a celehratiun of ~mut.
lhe <~Me rejected an early <ottcmpt
hy GluLk to creat•· a tax -~hc l tcrcd
found<~ticm tu su pp1Ht the mu~cu m .
And William Donohue, head of the
350,000-membcr <:ath•oli c l.eaKue,
atlll<-ked the mu•.cum weco before its
opening. auggc~ting it should include
a death " h<~mber to mark the
"wretched di,ea,cn" L;nmcd by
ptl>rr!iJK;ulty
wrhcy ~an u.lk all they w;rnl uboul
the ~.flloiMiy veroet·r WI rtu ~." •u1tl
l.oui~ ( llfoVIfHI, ,, ( :othu!IL League

spokesperson. "So it's historical. That
makes it ~uaint? It's porn."
Aecordmg to museum officials,
though, the collection tells a fascinating story of evolving sexual subcultures and their unending war with each
generation's vice patrols. They contend the museum is a venture of history, even art.
Patrons, who must be at least 18,
can walk through a sexual timeline of
sorts, which covers nearly 200 years of
sexual history.
There is a touch-screen guide to the
sex parlors that sprouted downtown in
the early 1800s. Eugen Sandow, a
muscle-bound curiosity of the 1890s
who charged women SIOO to feel his
biceps, flexes in a blac k-and-white
video.
In the 20th century galleries,
pornography flourishes on the museum 's walls-from a Charlie Chaplinstyle silent film to 1950s lesbian pulp
fiction to porn idols of the 1980s and
1990s. One picture from the 1960s
advertises a self-whipping machine
for women.
T he museum pays considerable
attention to police ne tivltic~ . such u~
rai ds on guy hothho uses nncl former
Mayor Rudolph Oiul inni 's push to rid
1 imcs Square uf triple-X odult shops.
"'I he vice squnds here were very
effec ti ve," said Orudy T. Turner, who
left the New York lll ~ tor l co l Society
tu become execut ive curtllor. "Thut
ha' alwuys crea ted u very lnt cresth•l!
dynamic hctwccn .nainstr\'llln culture
and subculture."
Mu~eu ul ofriciul•1 ~ uid they give fu lr
treutrnent to all lo ~pcc t ~ 11! sex, pre·
sc ntin11 fnct~ n r~d rwt tnking ~I de~ un

sexual debates. One display recounts
the explosion of AIDS in the 1980s,
and another shows crude, early abortion tools.
Gluck, 34, a former painter, sculptor and computer entrepreneur, had
the idea for the museum four years
ago. He decided later to make the
museum a purely private venture,
worried that any help from public
money would lead to a storm of
protest accompanying each new
exhibit.
The museum's first exhibition is an
examination of how New York City
changed sex in America. It inc ludes
maps of "sexually significant"
Manhattan sites-such as the location
of the country 's first condom store
and locales where couples have had
public sex- and invites visitors to
share their stories.
Gluck said he has ideas for other
exhibits, some hardly risque at all.
One, he said, may take a closer look nt
Chinese erotic foot binding.
Visitors to the Museum of Sex will
be charged $ 17- u bit steep even by
New York museum stnndunls.
Discount plans f1•r frequent putrons
will be otlcrcd. Also, Gluck pmmiscs
u 11ifl shop- nothing tuo rncy, mostly
honks and 1~s h i rts.
Whether ull thut will l>c cnou11h to
keep MoScx unont remains Ill be seen.
Notin11 the IH'cp sh(llvs still in
Times Square. the Cnthuli c League's
<..ilovlno suld: " It' ll be Interesting to
find out if nnyunc wunts to p11y S17
when they CUI! I!Ct the SIIIIIC thin!! li>r U
qunrt cr on Ei11hth /\ven ue."
/·'or fw·thw

l n/tlfiiiCI /Iml, C'lllllut'l

HI W W ltlll.'ff'UIIH~f,\• t' \ ('l) fll

News' tries on
new vernacular
ATLANTA (AP) - Is CNN Headline
News down with it?
The cable network is try ing, j udging
from an effort emanating from its executive suite to think young.
CNN "Headline News" general manager Rolando Santos to ld the San
Franc isco Chronic le thi s week that he 's
looking to mix " the lingo of our people"-words like "wack" and " ill"into newscasts to attract young people.
And the New York Da ily News on
Wednesday quoted from an e-mail sent
by a network manager to his headline
writers, sending them a copy of a slang
dictionary so they can be "as c utting
edge" as possible. " Please use th is
guide to he lp a ll you homeys nnd honeys add a new fla va to your tickers and
dckkos," the message sa id, refe rring to
gra ph ics on th e "Headl ine News"
screen .

The list of phrases included "tly,"
meaning sexuall y attractive.
Sant os snid Sept. 26, thnt the e- mnil
wns des igned to po int ''ut resources
which mi ght h•·l p hcndlinc writcrs.
"T he c-mnil wns inlor matio nnl. not n
policy or dircctiw fm m me," Snntos
said. " With tlmt s 1id. I should point o ut
that I wnnt the lnnl!ungc used in our
tid..ers nml d c ~~ os Ill hc rea l. l'llfl't' nt
nnd relevant tn the pell plc who wntch
us."

t'NN n t~<kr \\ cnt u mnl..\' <lvcr ,, vcnr
nt-t•• " ' mid busy grnphks t11 m n ~c its
s~1·n· n 1,1,,1.. li~c n ~nmpu tcr S<
' rt•en. Its
rn t inl!s h:l\'<' s i n ~ ~· he en improving
UUH111 ~ )'\HIIltf. \ i~ \\ l1fS.
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Beck grows up, gets serious
stark, understated music. one of the 12
songs on Sea Change move at what could
be called a brisk cl ip. They feel suspended
in time, oozing like cough syrup from an
The latest chapter in the odyssey of
old bott le, their agonizing slowness
Beck Hansen opens with a grandiose decintended to underscore the agony of the
laration: "Put your hands on the wheel 1
soul that inspired them. In his new sensiLet the Golden Age begin."
tive-guy threads, Beck resists the temptaIt's road trip time, and Beck, that
tion to dazzle. Sudden ly, the joker is a
revered poet of postmodem dislocation, is
straight man ; he sings everything as if it
revving his engine. Desperate to ditch the
were a concession speech- simple and
cares of the world, he's looking for a slivcurt leaving poignant splotches of open
er of frontier that hasn 't yet been subdividspace between each phrase.
ed, a place far enough away to have an a ir
It helps that Beck has some serious
of possibility.
melodies to sing-lush little motifs such
His words tell of buoyant new beginas the dreamy "Round the Bend," gornings, but there's nothing resembling optigeously sloped weepers such as "Guess
mism in Beck's voice. Absolutely no sunI'm Doing Fine" and the studio-orchestra
shine at all. He's hurt and haggard,
gem "Lonesome Tears"-whose apocaresigned and deflated- a man old before
lyptic, screen-epic bridge would have
his time, puzzling over what once might
made !larry Nilsson spiteful. The string
have beeri love.
arrangements, written by his father, David
That 's right. Love. Say goodbye to batCampbe ll, convey the sweep of Beck's
tery-acid Beck, master of the inside joke.
mission: Sometimes violins and cellos
And prepare to we lcome Beck the
swell up and demand the spotlight, but just
Troubadour, now irony-free and capturing
as often they scurry around, cushioning the
human vulnerabi lities in ways he never
blows dealt by his distraught vo ice, prohas before.
viding punctuation.
The austere, jarringly beautiful S ea
Yet, even when the orchestra is roaring,
Change (Ge ffen) is a masterwork we
Beck sounds as if he's calling from the far
never expected from the boyish baritone.
side of a deso late prairie. Unlike his pop
It's a triumph of content over conceit that
labyrinths and even his gut-leve l blues
belongs next to The Band's Music From
evocations, this is music of deep contemBig Pink and Neil Young's After the Gold
platLon. But it has none of the manipulaRush on the shelf where pop's highest
tion of so many sad songs: Beck strives for
accomplishments are stored.
melancholy that takes you somewhere, an
It's nothing fancy, really. It's a series of
ecstatic state that brings pain and awareearnest lost-love songs crad led by acoustic
ness in equal measure.
guitar choirs, weepy pedal-steel counterOn "Sunday Sun," he gathers ideas from
lines and spangled, scene-steal ing strings.
disparate worlds-a theme reminiscent of
Set in the key of s uffocat ing gloom,
Jeff Buckley's plaintive cries, slippery
they're not uniformly brilliant (some bear
vocal improvisations that recall Pakistani
Photo by Roe Ethridge
traces of Gordon Lightfoot or the more
"qawwali"-the spiritual music of Islamic
On
his
latest
album,
'Sea
Change,'
Beck
leaves
behind
the
"lyrical
abstractions"
of
maundering side of Nick Drake.) But
mystics-legend Nusrat Fateh Al i Khan,
they' re made brilliant by Beck's stoic 1999's 'Midnlte Vultures' and 1998's 'Mutations.'
the summer-surf ideal ism of Dennis
delivery. His characters' wounds are laid 1999's Midnite Vultures. He's junked the ingly familiar feeling of being abandoned Wilson-into a mass ive complacencybare over dutiful, even indifferent, rhythm free-associative wordplay, too, and held in ("It's nothing that I haven't seen before/but challenging sound that's awesome in its
guitars-their hurt betrayed by a mood of check the inclination to glorify kitsch that it still kills me like it did before"), offering beauty and more ambitious than anything
laconic whateverness.
drove parts of his 1998 side project, straightforward expressions of devotion ("I attempted in pop this year.
It turns out that Beck is downright dev- Mutations . .
Sea Change may seem, initially, like
just wanted to be your good friend") and
astating when he means what he says. At
On Sea Change, instead ofloading vers- describing the feeling of being blown apart nothing you haven't heard before. But lis32, he's let go of the lyrical abstractions es with image after tawdry image, he strips from I 0 angles.
ten closely because, in its qu iet way, it
that-at times-served as a crutch on them to their essence, capturing the hauntBeck's lyrical acuity is paralleled by his startles like nothing Beck has done before.

By Tom Moon
Knight Ridder Newspapers

Band slips up with fourth
Music Around Town·
release: 'Angels Come on Time'
By Michael DesEnfants
Staff Writer
When I W<\5 in seventh grade, I was in a band
called Wonder Nun. I wasn't much of a songwriter- ! assumed the only way to write a song was
to write rhyming lyrics. Over the years, !learned to
appreciate good songwriters and that songs don't
need to rhyme to be effective.
Brad Barr, lead singer of The Slip, is not a good
songwriter. On each of the six songs that have
lyrics, Barr finds it diffic ult not to rhyme. On the
first lyrical song on the band's fourth album, Angels
Come on 7ime (Rykodisc), the first four lines end in
the words: one, one, numb and come. It sounds like
a bad Mother Goose nursery rhyme.
In addition to constantly rhyming lyrics, The Slip
seems to try too hard to tug at listeners' heartstrings: "This room is six-sided,
has no view I There are no voices
to disturb you I Little orphan, I've
seen you I Calumet Avenue."
What does that mean? And why
does it sound so very bad?
Other than the lyrics, it is obvious the band produced the a lbum.
The song order leaves the listener
confused about what wi II come
next. Typically enough, the album
starts with the song "Landing," a
slow melodic opener with light
guitar and a low keyboard. The
song poorly bleeds into yet another instrumental song that jumps
into a lame excuse for jazz, and
sounds more like funk.
The jump from a slow song to
one more upbeat is not the problem. But when two totally different styles of music slam together, The Slip

it puzzles the Iistener.
Throughout the rest of the album, the band
touches upon every genre of music- from that of
the Dave Matthews Band to, at one point, honestto-goodness nursery rhymes.
If the band wants to try to reach varied audiences
with its many musical sty les, then mixing genres is
a good idea. But the only way that can work successfully is if they can play music well- and in The
Sl ip's case, it doesn't.
Instead of trying to incorporate j azz, fu nk and
folk into one album, perhaps The Slip should focus
on one style and master it before putting its name
on another album.
When a band prod uces its own work, it gets no
objective input from o uts ide sources. Clearly,
members of The Slip needed to work with a producer on Angels Come on 7ime in order to help
them put together a more complete record.

I:Spaerow at the Empty Bottle
Chicago band · L' Spaerow
will play at the Empty Bottle,
1035 N. Western Ave.,
Monday, Oct. 7. Christopher
Broach, the band's lead
singer/guitarist has also been
a member of Braid and the
Firebird Band. The show
starts at 9:30 p.m. Maserati
and Paper Lions will open.
Tickets are $7 and are available at the Empty Bottle box
office. Call (773) 276-3600
for more information. The
Empty Bottle is a 21 -andover venue.

Rusted Root at the Joe Gentile
Center
Rusted Root will play a
show at the Joe Gentile
Center, 6525 N. Sheridan
Road, Tuesday, Oct. 8. The
Philadelphia sext!=t. known
for allowing fans to record its
li ve shows, is on tour to promote its fo urth a lbum,
Welcome to My Party. Mike
Doughty will open the show
at 7 p.m. Tickets are $15 and
are available at Ticketmaster
outlets or by calling (312)
559-1212.
Crash Poet at the Cubby Bear
If you're looking for something different, check out local
metal band Crash Poet. The
band will play a 21-and-over
show, Wednesday, Oct. 9, at 9
p.m. at the Cubby Bear
· Lowtge, I 059 W. Addison St.

According to their website,
www.crashpoet.com, "This
quintet's famous live shows
can only be compared to an art
exhibit of weirdness set to
catchy, dark, and heavy
music." Tickets, which you can
get by calling the Cubby Bear
at (773) 327- 1662, are. $8.

Haven at Schubas
As part of its first
American tour, British band
Haven
will
perform
T hursday, Oct.
I 0, at
Schubas, 3159 N. Southport
Ave.
Origi nally
from
Cornwall , England, Haven
has been compared to popular music acts Coldplay and
Travis. T he 21-and-over
show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $8-$10 and can be
ordered through Ticketmaster
at (312) 559-1212.
Sleater Kinney at the Metro
O n tour for thdr sixth
albwn, One Beat, the women
of punk trio Sleater-Kinney
will play two shows at the
Metro, 3730 N. Clark St. The
Wednesday. Oct. I0 show is
sold-out, but tickets arc still
avai lable for their Thursday
show, Oct. II. Tickets cost
$12 and are available via
Ticketmaster or the M~tro
box office (located at the
Clubhouse next door). for
inlonnation, call (773) 5-190203.
- K. Ryann Zalewski
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As. a way of saying thank you for being a reader of the ~oiii''~t;»ia Chronicl~lyou could ~i~ :$soo in
cash as the 1st prize, tickets to Blue Man Group as the ·~~c(pdze anCI ~gift certifi_~attpto the
Columbia, College Follett Bookstore as a 3rd and 4th prize~.Aor giving us Y.~!t. opinior(>T~II us
what you like and don't like about the paper. Help us get the advertising jo~~>~ant to, make local
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Invite you to experience

Stop by the Chronicle office to pick up a complimentary ticket to see the
cutting edge thriller "The Ring" at the Webster Place Theatre on Thursday, 10/17.
Rules: No purchase necessary. Tickets are on a first-come, first-served basis and available while supplies last. Limit one ticket per person.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not el igible.

"The Ring" opens in theatres on October 18th!
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
t Sponet or grand
6 Step onto

character
9 Hum1hate
t4 ldentoly onese~
to a computer
t5 Full-house sign
t6 Israel's desert
t7 Global
19 Travel on ice
20 Cambridge, MA

SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS America's #1
Student Travel Tour Operator Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best spring break prjces ! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Florida &Mardigras. TRAV
EL FREE, Reps Needed,EARN$$$. Group pjscoynts for 6+
1-888-THINK SUN (1888-844-6578 .dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

sch.
2t Rolled lapel
23 Jack of talk
shows
25 Popeye's Olive
26 "Murder on the
Express·
27 Golfer Watson
29 Judah's son
30 Government

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day.potential Local
Positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 260

coupons
35 McKonley and
Cantor
39 Go wrong
40 Metal that is
hquid at room
temperature
42 Self-importance
43 Wroting table
45 Probability
47 Plenty
49 Abet's partner?
50 Heavyweight
Sonny
53 Keats ottering
56 Loads
59 Meddlesomely
62 Talk informally
63 Sober
64 Spreading
66 Threefold
67 Voko
68 Eha or Laonie
69 Sub detector
70 Drumstick
7 t Small silvery fish
DOWN
t Portly
2 Ancient Greek
colony
3 Rabble-rousers
4 Election mo.
5 Fofths of l ove
6 Ore analysis
7 Swimmer's

slroke

10107/02

C 2002 Trlbt.lne ~~~<M~• Sen-Ices. Inc
Alright. ,....,..,....

8 Usage charge
9 Kond of goat or
cat

tO "Norma"

composer
Spry
Four-door auto
Turn inside out
Pi follower
Foreign official
Angler's tool
NYC arena
29 Mayberry lad
30 G-man
3 t Pay dirl
32 Claws
33 Landed
34 Jan. honoree
36 Neutralize the
smell of
37 In the past
38 Turf poece
41 Actress Farrow
44 British pop
group, _ and
the Waves
46 Stroke
48 More clamorous
11
t2
t3
t8
22
24
28

Solutions
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50 Itemized
accounts
51 Lead-in
52 Blot
53 Of sheep
54 Clear the
windshield

I
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55 Pixie
57 Part of the USNA

58 Dog-tired
60 Object of
devotion
61 A few laughs
65 America's uncle

It pays to lose weight. Look good, feel great and earn extra
income with HERBALIFE. 888 717-8529

www.4coUegework.com
Vector Corporation has many local customer
sales/ service positions to fill ASAP!

$14.00 base-appt.
Conditions exist. No telemarketing. Scholarship/ intemship opportunities. Must be 18'+ We train. Flexible S-40
hours around work/school Days, evenings. or weekends.

Visit our website or can ASAP:
Chicago North Side 11g.866.16()g
Liricoln Park g}2.642.0422
Naperville sgo.s~Jg.OS12
Northbrook g41.509.00SIS
Oakbrook sgo.s14,gsn

Orland Park 108.460.8090

underg fo~~~~ga~~Bf~ment
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3

this week,s specials:
Cashew Chicken Salad- romaine, grapes, noodles, chicken breast, cashews $3.50
Beer and Munster Cheese Soup- served in a bread bowl $3.50
Individual Meat loaf- mashed potatoes, gravy, vegetable $4.00

Soups:
Monday - Tortellini, Tuesday - Cheddar Vegetable,
Wednesday - Beef Barley, Thursday - Cream of Potato
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iOie! Fiesta Bowl on the way
0

Avs, Flames make fiveplayer preseason deal
Desperate to replace the gap filled by Darius
Kasparaitis, who signed with the New York
Rangers during the off-season, Colorado
Avalanche GM, Pierre Lacroix agreed to trade forwards Chris Drury and Stephane Yelle to the
Calagary Flames in exchange for defenseman
Derek Morris. The five-player, preseason deal
also landed the Avs forwards Dean McAmmond
and Jeff Shantz. Colorado loses the NHL's 1999
Rookie of the Year and the league's fourth-leading scorer last season with the trade of Drury.

Parents sue Florida State
over son's death
A lawsuit has been filed against Florida State
University claiming the school is responsible for
the Feb. 26, 2001 , cardiac arrhythmia death of
18-year-old linebacker Devaughn Darling .
Wendy Smith and Dennis Darling Sr., Darling's
parents, are claiming their son was deprived of
flu ids, rest and medical attention during off-season conditioning sessions. The Associated
Press reports that Darling and his twin brother
Devard were revealed to have a sickle cell trait,
a hereditary blood disorder in pre-season physicals. Autopsy reports suggest the condition
may have contributed to Darling's death .
Florida State legal counsel denies the school's
liability.

Sampras, Kournikova out
for season
Organizers of the upcoming Davidoff Swiss
Indoors tournament announced last week that
Pete Sampras has withdrawn from the rest of
this year's Professiona l Tennis Association tournaments. Sampras, 31 , is ranked 14 in the
world following his U.S . Open victory last month.
Sampras' decision coincides with the forthcoming arrival of his first child and amid speculation
that the aging base liner has plans to retire soon.
Adding to the rumors is the statement released
by the ATP shortly after his Grand Slam victory
in New York , where Sampras said he is in the
process of re-evaluating his career.
In women's tennis this week , Anna Kournikova
was forced to withdraw from the Kremlin Cup
after suffering a partial tear of the fibular ligament in her left ankle during an early-round doubles match. According to Women's Tennis
Association officials, Kournikova will be evaluated within the next few days to judge the extent
of her injury, though they speculate it will more
than li kely end her season.

Media companies question
worth of teams
The Wan Disney Co. hired Lehman Brothers, a
New York-based 1nvestment firm to find possible
buyers for Its Anahe1m Angels and Mig hty Ducks
fra nch1ses last week. D1sney-who has spent
more than $100 m1ll1on on renovat1on costs for
Ed1son F1eld , and has reporte d costly annual
losses on the Angels s1nce buy1ng s hares of the
team 1n 1996-ha s long looked to find a buye r.
The AssoCiat~:d Press reports that Mex1can baseball team owner and billlona1re , Carlos Peralta,
has reportedly expressed 1nterest 1n the Angels .
Peralta's TIQre& de Puebla has been one of
Me / K.an ba!leball's most s uccessful teams s ince
the 1990s
An AOL Time Warner execu11ve announced las t
weelr that the med1a company docs not have any
1rnrned1ate plans to sell 118 Atlanta Braves, Hawks
and Thrashers, dosp1to rumors that d1m1n1shod
prufrt&, caused 1n part by player coolll, doem tho
sports franr,hlse!l e~pondablo , noncoro a ooelll
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Sun Devil Stadium to host Its fifth National Championship game

By Dustin Klass
Sports Editor
On Jan. 3, 2003, this year's college football national
championship will be decided at the Tostitos Fiesta
Bowl at Sun Devil Stadium in Tempe, Ariz. The Fiesta
Bowl is more than just a football game. The whole
Tempe area gets involved with everything from the
parades to entertaining the players and coaches of the
teams fortunate enough to make it to the big game.
This is the Fiesta Bowl's 3 I st year, and it has played
host to five national championship games-three of
which were in the past eight years.
Fiesta Bowl Chairman of the Board Steve Horrell said
that when Joe Paterno brought his Penn State team to
the Fiesta Bowl, he helped the game get recognitionparticularly after the event.
"He went back and told people about how great it
was," Horrell said. "They (Penn State) put us on the
map."
The first Fiesta Bowl was held in 1971, but it was not
played on New Year's Day until 1980. According to
Horrell, event planners set up fundraisers to bring in
more revenue and help the Fiesta Bowl become one of
the most prestigious bowls in college football. They
host golf tournaments, barbecue contests, parades and
much more to raise money.
"When the Fiesta Bowl started in the early '70s, they
had a season payout with the ticket sales," Horrell said.
"In order for the bowl to be one of the major ones, they
needed a payout to get better teams. Fundraisers were
started in the [Phoenix) valley.
"Before the Fiesta Bowl became a major bowl, the
only three big New Year's Day bowls were the Rose
Bowl, Cotton Bowl and the Orange Bowl," he said. "By
raising millions of dollars, we were able to get the Fiesta
Bowl on that list."
Horrell said that in order to plan for such an event,
they use 2,900 volunteers who work all year around in
planning the entire event. According to Horrell, they are
the ones that make the events leading up to the Fiesta
Bowl happen. He also said that by raising millions of
dollars to pay each s;hool involved, helped the Fiesta
Bowl get on the list of major bowls.

Money is the key factor when it comes to prominent
bowls. For example, last year's Fiesta Bo~l featured
Oregon against Colorado. Oregon won the game 38-16,
but each school was paid $13.5 million. According to
ABC, which televised the game, about 25.4 million people watched the 2002 Fiesta Bowl. Sun Devil Stadium
was filled to capacity with 74, 11.8 college football fans
packing the house.
The schools involved in the Fiesta Bowl are not the
only ones getting a big payday. According to the
Arizona State University College of Business, the 1999
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl-the last time Tempe played host
to the national championship game-brought in $133
million to the state of Arizona. According to the 2002
Fiesta Bowl Festival Community Report, this season's
bowl is expected to bring in a $150 million revenue to
the Valley of the Sun. The reports also stated that
Arizona students receive $200,000 in scholarship
money annually as a result of the Fiesta Bowl.
The Fiesta Bowl made its New Year's Day debut in
1980, when USC faced off against Penn State. It was
then that the bowl began making a name for itself.
Horrell said that sponsors have moved businesses or
opened offices in Arizona after attending the Fiesta
Bowl.
"Chase Marthattan came to one of our games and
loved our state," Horrell said. "They opened up a westem office out here. Five hundred employees moved out
to the valley."
Because the Fiesta Bowl is one of the major bowls,
the Bowl Championship Series has everything to do
with deciding who is going to be playing in Tempe in
early January. Although there has been a lot of controversy surrounding the BCS, Horrell said it's a good
thing.
"In general the whole concept is good because it
involves the bowls," he said. "It is not perfect, not by
all means-but neither is football."
The Tostitos Fiesta Bowl is a huge event that brings
millions of dollars to the state of Arizona-perhaps one
reason why its residents pay fewer taxes. An argument
can also be made that college football is better than pro
football. But, with contests like the Fiesta Bowl in
place, one thing is certain: College football has more
treasured traditions.

Commentary

Athletes should account for actions
0

NFL leads the leagues with problematic players

By Ana Hrlstova
Staff Writer
In spiritually poor times, real heroes are scarce. Idols
with the life span o f flies appear and vanish, satisfy ing
for a short time, people's need to worship and follow.
The market, aware of the deficit, has found a way to fill
the void. Digger-than-life billboards and fast-changing
TV images buy and se ll idols, blurring the thin line
between image and substance.
In a spiritual crisis like this, it is not surprising that
sports celebrity culture is flourishing. It is easy to worship the strong young athl etes wearing the colors of our
city or community. Unlike movie stars confined to
screens in an almost unreal world, athletes nre more
access ible to the general audience- which creates n
stronger degree of emotional uttaehmcnt.
Arc profe >'ional athletes role models who deserve
• ueh a loya l fo llowing'! What ciTect do they huve on the
young general io n that looks up to them'?
Sp01 ts players arc hardly heroes. There is 11 huge dis·
parity hctwcen image und suhstuncc in today 's spurts
worl d. Young athletes nrc pushed into the sj>otli ght ,
• iwwcrcd with money und ndorution much cur ier thnn
they de•crvc nml ltrc prcpurcd to hundle. Set on hollow
pcdc<tal<, their frng ilc imngcs eventually erne ~ umkr
the weight of everyone's uttcnti on. S<Xlll, athletes lll'c
re/>luced hy other athletes und n gencrntion of chi ldren
w 111 fo llow their hnd cxumplcs is lei\ bchinll.
l.r"t week, the Viking~· Rnmly Moss WI~< dun ged
wi th fou r mi ~den1c11nors lind one chur11c of n111rlj u11n11
po"c"lon, II pett y mJ <dCIIlCIIIIOr lnSICIId o f II
lelouy lor tn" hlnl! 11 tr111llc agent for 11 hnlf hlnck

along a Minneapolis street with his car. This incident is
not Moss ' first encounter with authorities. His easy
escape shows a developing pattern-sports stars have a
special status in our justice system. Pampered by managers and tolerated by society, sports stars are raised in
a Never-neverland where they get it all in one large portion. No wonder their experiences appeal to childrenwho subsequently get the impression that success could
and should come easi ly.
According to a survey conducted in Boston, 66 percent of all African-American males in the seventh and
eight gmdes are sure that they will play pro sports. It is
easy for them to get lured by the rewards that professional sports promise. The avemge individual salary in
the 2000-200 I NBA season was $4.5 milli on.
Likewise, salaries average $1 . 17 million in the NFL nnd
$2 .3 million in the MLB. And this doesn' t include
endorsements, additional gills and privileges most plnycrs enjoy over the course of their careers.
The reality is dit\crcnt. The odds of a h i~h school bnskctbnll plnycr mnkinll it into profcssionnl huskctbnll nrc
.03 percent. For lugh school football plnycrs, the
prospects nrc n better, but not much-they hnvc n .09
chnnce of mnking it. Of those drntkd, even fewer
rcmnin in professional sports for long.
It's true tltnt sports involvement cnn give children
trom mndest bnck11rounds n chnncc to go h> prcstigi<>us
schools, hut few lcnvc with u dcsrcc. Mnny C<>llc~c nth·
letcs depnrt school curly to reap the bene tits .<>f ~cncnms
prufessionul contrncls. A plnyer who stays h>ur ~ <'ars ~t
college Is u ntrity.
Sumo athletes skip school complctcl . l'hc llll>ncy in

See Athletes, pege 35
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Injuries cripple the Bears
0

Washington, McQuarters among defensive casualties

AP Photo by Cha~es Rex Arbogast
Chicago linebacker Warrick Holdman is out for the season after a surgery to repair torn cartilage in his right knee.

By Rudolph Sanchez
Contributing Writer
The Bears will battle the divisionleading Green Bay Packers in rront of
a national audience Monday night.
This is the first Monday night appearance in five year~ for the Bears. Last
year's defense deserves most of the
credit, it's just unfortunate most of
them wi ll not play.
Pending any last-minute roster
changes, only four oflast year's playoff starters will suit up against the
packers. Keith Tray lor, Rosevelt
Colvin, Brian Urlacher and Mike
Brown are the on ly Bears who are
definite slarters.
It is tough to say which injury has
hurt the Bears the most, the loss of
Ted Washington or that of R.W.
McQuarters.
Ted
Washington
anchored the defensive line and his
loss has put extreme pressure on the
linebackers.
The loss of McQuarters gave
opposing teams the luxury of lighting
the Bears' secondary up for seven
touchdown passes in the last two
games. Reggie Austin, cornerback
has not been very impressive. Austin
has given up key touchdown passes

in recent losses. McQuarters sprained
his left knee in the season opener.
Fortunately he is due back in the next
week.
Defensive end Phillip Daniels is
also due back in the next week.
Daniels injured his ankle during the
first week of the season.
Weak-side linebacker Warrick
Ho ldman is the latest casualty this
season. Holdman led the Bear's in
tackles last year and is out for the
season after tearing a lateral meniscus in his right knee. Mike Caldwell
will replace !!oldman. Caldwell is
not the play-maker !!oldman is, but
unlike the Bears' backups in the secondary, Ca ldwell has started in 46
games over his career. Just last year
he had 140 tackles with the
Philadelphia Eagles defensive coordinator Greg Blache is confident he
Caldwell will step up.
" He has not played a lot of snaps
for us so we' ll find out [how he
does]," Blache said. "That guy has
done a lot in this league, so I don't
necessarily see a falloff"
The Bears signed Caldwell in the
off-season to a four year deal worth
$4.7 million and are very confident
in the I 0-year veteran's skills.
"Mike's a veteran, he knows how

to play the game he understands the
speed of the game," said Coach Dick
Jauron.
The injury parade continues with
players that can still actually play.
Bryan Robinson, who broke both his
wrists after tripping over his dog in a
rreak accident, was not able to train
in the preseason as much as he would
have li ked. lie has only assisted tackle in each of the last two games and
he's frustrated with his play.
"My biggest fear is not to let my
confidence level drop," Robinson
said. "Plays I would have made, I' m
not making this year."
The offensive side of the ball has
had its own share of problems. Wide
receiver Ahmad Merritt returned to
practice this week after breaking
bones in his hand during training
camp. He was returning punts and
does not know how much he will
contribute during the next couple of
weeks. The punt return position
could be a good fit for Merritt who
has good speed. Almost anyone
would be better than Leon Johnson,
who continues to struggle on special
teams. Johnson has not been able to
give the Bears decent field position
and is barely bringing the ball out to
the 20-yard line.
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Athletes
Continued from Page 34
professional sports is so alluring that most athletes
pass up the opportunity to get an education and
mature naturally. Elite schools provide jumpstarts
for careers in professional sports rather than for a
young athlete's educational deve lopment.
Rapid success has created a generation of pampered, arrogant and ill-prepared young stars who
think that they have it all. Some of them- having
kept their childhood friends and, with them, their old
habits-stumble on the red carpet and slip down the
slope of drug addiction and crime.
According to the NFL, 38 players were arrested in
1997 for violent crimes. That number dropped to 35
in 1998, and to 26 in 1999, as a result of new programs using counseling and threat of fines and suspension. The numbers may be down, but NFL officials are concerned that this is a dire problem in professional football. Ray Lewis (Baltimore Ravens),
Rae Carruth (Carolina Panthers) and Mark Chmura
(formerly of the Green Bay Packers) arc on ly a few
names associated with run-ins with the authorities.
Unlike years ago when sports stars made headlines
for lesser crimes like vandalism or fighting, today's
"super athletes" are linked to rape, armed robbery,
lethal violence and drug trafficking.
!Ieavy promotion by advertisers and managers has
turned professional athletes into appealing-but hollow-heroes. Is it their fau lt? Not entirely. They, like
the ch ildren who look up to them, are victims of a
culture that promotes quick and easy success. And
even if some manage to achieve that success, 91 to
97 percent of all high school athletes-many of
whom dream of becoming professional athletesdon't. They remai n in their modest neighborhoods,
get a mediocre education and follow the bad examples set by their idols in a world much more harsh
and unforgiving than sports star Never-neverland.

AP Photo by Jim Mone

Vikings wide receiver Randy Moss addresses the
media following his Sept. 26 arrest for an alleged incident with a Minneapolis traffic control officer.

ChiSox
Continued from Back Page
Best Acquisition
D' Angelo Jimenez, the once hig hlytouted shortstop in the New York
Yankees organization was brought to
the Sox in a midseason trade with the
San Diego Padres for minor leaguers
Alex Fernandez (OF) and Humberto
Quintero (C). Jimenez was assigned to
AAA Charlotte before being recalled in
late August. Upon arrival Jimenez was
used at both second and short, flashing
both a strong glove and great instincts.
His main attributes came out of the
leadoff spot where he showed discipline
and base running abi lity, something the
Sox have lacked in recent years.
Jimenez's role for 2003 is still undefined, though many see him at second.
Wors t Acquisition
. . .
Todd Ritchie. Now yes, R1tch1e 1s a
much better pitcher than he looked this
past season and things can still change,

but the outcome is the outcome nonetheless. Kip Wells, who went from highly
touted to highly overrated in his years
with the Sox, flourished in Pittsburgh,
while Ritchie was hit early and often,
leading to a horrific 5-15 record and a
6.06 earned run average. Ritchie was
placed on the 15-DL in August sparking
media rumors claiming the move had
more to do with Ritchie chasing the
inevitable 20-loss season as opposed to
a serious injury. It was later confirnned
by Sox management that Ritchie had
in flammation in his right shoulder.
2002 W hite Sox MVP
Mark Buehrle. Buehrle handled the
pressure of being a number one pitcher
on a team projected to make the playoffs
with relative ease. Buehrle fin ished the
season 19- 12 with a 3.58 earned run
average in 239 innings. Buehrle was
close to the prestigious 20-win plateau

with a 2-1 lead in his last slart of the season, but an eighth inning, two-run homer
off the bat of Twins outfielder Bobby
Kielty ended the quest.
In the end
The Sox have a bright future but are
still left with plenty of questions.
They are still faced with a need for a
top of the rotation starter. After Mark
Buehrle, the staff doesn't supply a legit
"ace," prompting the general manager to
look into acquiring one in the off-season.
Names mentioned are Paul Byrd, Sidney
Ponson and Orlando Hernandez.
After that, there are plenty of questions inside the organization. Who will
slart at second, short, left, center, and
catcher? Surely, the Sox cannot continue
to strive on the lineup plans designed by
Jerry Manuel, which changed day to day.
Winning teams need roles and structure.
Will Thomas' contract be invoked,

causing an end to the Thomas era at
Comiskey? If the Sox plan on acquiring
an elite slarter and signing Konerko and
Buehrle to the contracts they deserve, it
may be the only option.
Who will close for the Sox? Kenny
Williams stressed the fact before the season ended that Keith Foulke will not
slart, but hasn't declared him the closer
nor put him on the block. The Sox had
three relievers in Osuna, Foulke and
Marte with I 0 or more saves.
After the players, comes the coaching
staff. The Sox fired third base coach
Wallace Johnson and reassigned first
base coach Gary Pen is. Their replacements will be announced after the World
Series. So like their .500 record, it will
be back to the slarting point come 2003.
There are a Jot of holes to fill with plenty
of plugs available. They just need to
decipher the duds rrom the effective,
which hopefully won' t take all of 2003.
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Commentary

What went wrong, right for the Sox
0

Despit e strong Sept ember rally, South Siders ousted from postseason play

Above Left: Carlos Lee was less productive in 2002 than in previous years. Right: Mark Buehrle fin ished one game shy of a 2G-wln season.
played his last season in a White Sox uniform.

By Mario Scalise
Contributing Writer
The roller coaster White Sox season
has come and gone. From the promising
stan in Apri l and May. the pitiful play
of June and July. and the potential-filled
fini sh from August and September- to
the Konerkorfhomas war of words.
Clayton/teammates war o f accountability. and JR/players war of hean . the
'cason was ne ver quite right.
Offcn,ively. the Sox were erratic
from the ' tan: one day driving 15
run, . the next leavi ng 15 men on
ba,e. Dcfcn, ivcly. the Sox ' howed
" "ne nnprovement. hut to he comparahle to the Twin, . who arc "' fundamental '" they come . the Sox would
need I X men on the fie ld.
The rotati on wi th the exception
of ~ a rk Buehrle. Jon Garland and
Danny Wnght each ' howcd two
, ,uc , for every two ' tart \. while
Todd I< IIchte went mto a fn urnuutth ' ptral after ~ ay I 5.

The bullpen w:" uttle,ted
early Uuc In \t.:onn g ga p,,

aud unprodu r tve l:oiL'I

Chairman Jerry Rei nsdorf lashed out in
a closed-door meeting on Aug. 28. two
days before the strike deadline. that the
energy turned into wins. The Sox went
on to win 20 of their final 3 1 games.
Along with the great finish was the
great season by right fielder Magglio
Ordonez. Ordonez proved once again
that he 's the best player nobody knows
about. hitting .320 wi th 38 home runs
and 138 RBI. Ordonez finished in the
top eight in the AL for the following
categories: Average. hits. home runs.
RBI and runs.
What went wron~
With the addition of Ken ny Lofton.
the return of Thomas. the demise of the
Indians and 2001 second half fall o f the
Twins. the Sox saw themselves as easy
fa vorite,- j ust like in 2001 - for the AL
Central title. The Sox offense. which
wa' hrilliant on paper. was designed to
.:arry the team through a weak di vision.
The Sox ' poke too 'o011. again. The
offcn,e proved unrcliahlc. scoring only
111 hlull'he,, whil e the Twin< l'nntinued
to wi n. eve ntually takmg the dtv i sion .

The onl y truth to the Sox theory was till'
<kmi'c of the Indian<. The Sox lost the
dt VI\ 1011

hy I 11 z g a111l' '

·

hccatJ'c of 11 .

lk,p otc thc 'L' 'ethar k,,
the So' ' 1111 III:O ila!(Cd In
lml'.. h the

\C , I\O II

rc'lltTiahk

~ I KI

wa th a
IX I

XI I

I he

watt. l' llhe r ' howell 111lllll' lhah.'
of 'itH.'l'l'" . hut hoth ~o: nme o n
' lrnn g a-.; t h l' 'l':t,nn ~ l"l'W. Thl' two
' ' !-!II '

What wt•nl rilo(hl
lul y I I <nuldn 't ' """'
\ 0011 l' I HI II ~ h

"io"< '-;ornt·

/

llpsid•·
The Lk ve lopnwnt 1>f (;,orland ami
Wnght cv.: ntu ally proved to he worth

fnr l l ll'

Wl' l l' h npn t~

to lx· ok alt . whok olhL'I'
wne hoplll!! to pluy
l(llhn way. tn11k' W<'ll'
rnndc nmJ Vt'1' W l'l t'
d1111111Cd. '" yolllh
rt' VII IIIIIL'oit he IL'I IIII
W ith ll pn ~ lli Yl' llll rll

frlt tlltOII!(h0\11 Ill(•
duhhnll <rt t'
()f t llllf' ~c~ II WH"

unlldl Sn.tt

L'onohoned to II" 1·1- 10 w1th a -I.)IJ
l'nrncd n 111 liVl'I'H~l' 111 tlwtr ln-.;t JO 'ilnrts.
and II X wuh 11 -1 .111> t•urncd run avera!!<'
Ill lhl'

final two

II HHtlh "

ul lhl' 'iC:I'iOII,

The s n, 'l'l' lll>lh lnnl<'l' "' L''l:ohl o<hL·d
lllllhll t• lll'f jllll'lll'l<,
l)uwn.• hh·
Th<· So' dul not llllpn>vc fumhllllcll
tu ll y. lln<c <lcn lilljl. wludt wns ' l'"~'·n
ol hll!hly thrnu!lholll <prlnl! h lllllllll!l<'l'
krry Mnnnd wolh spcnlstcl'' l.nl'lon
111111 l<uy llurhnm h> II" woth Mn 11~h o
On lonrt. ( 'nl'lo< I l'l' , Jn<c Vn knltn nml
l<oyn· ( 'lnyton "'"' '"'"<''"tent \ 7.'1

steals ). Making things worse was their
base running. which was atrocious to
say the least. When they weren't wrongfully sent home by recently fired third
base coach Wallace Johnson. they were
picked off or opted not to slide, getting
thrown out either way. The Sox plan to
spend yet another spring training with a
heavy focus on base running.
Biggest Surprise
Damaso Mane- the lefty acquired
from the Pittsburgh Pirates in the offseason trade for top pitching prospect
Matt Guerrier was lights-out. After a
sluggish stan. leading to a high. 8.3 1
canted run average in April. Mane settled in and took the Sox bullpen by
storm. eventually wi nning the closer's
role previously held by Keith Foulke.
Not including April. Mane recorded a
1.92 earned run ave rage with 10 saves
in 571 /3 innings.
Bi~gcst

Disappointment
After an injury-plagued 2001 season.
it was assumed Frank Thomas would
return to 2000 form. Instead. Thomas
looked owrm:ltched and frustr.ttcd.
lending to niticism hy tcnmmut~s Puul
Knnerku ami Carlos Lee und bench
threats by manager Jerry Manuel.
Adding fud to the fire wns the loomIll)! question of his future. Although
being signed through 2006. Thomns untl
Rcinsdorf :<~ reed on 11 d iminish<."<! s ~ills
l'lnuse ye:trs' huck. The cllluse gives So:t
bnoss th<' uptinn tu defer nil but
$150.000 ,,f T hunms · unmml $ 10 millinn sn lnry if he d<k!sn' t muke it to the
all-star tc;lm. win a Silver Slu~gcr
Awm"ll <>r limsh m th~ ll>Jl ten 111 AL
1\IVP voting. Th,• tlefo.:nno.:nt will be
<prt·:ttl n<'rt>ss 111 years.
If the S<>X dlllose U> i nvn~c th~
chtus<'. Th<>ll lllS will bc nllnw\'\1 to test
the frt·e "!lent mn r~ct fnr -1..~ <hi s. If 11\\
tnk,•rs nrc f<>mtd. Thllmlls <:1111 rctum t<>
th<• Sux.

